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Lucas Robbed!

Two Computers Stolen
by Bill Farnsworth

news edijor

'-

II '
Mike Tomlinson
by Christopher Sans Soucl

of The Current staff
After consulting earlier this
summer, student leaders from
the four University of Missouri
campuses agreed to revive the
Intercampus Student Council
(ISC). Student leaders from the
S1. Louis, Rolla, Columbia and
Kansas City campuses comprise

See ISC, Page 2

"New Beginnings," a
special wedding insert, is
included in this issue.

UM-St. Louis Campus Police
believe a master key was used to
steal items from offices in Lucas
Hall and the Social Sciences
Building (SSB).
Police Chief John Pickens said
the thefts, which all took place on
the weekend of Sept. 12, left no
evidence of forced entry into the
buildings or the individual offices.

Campus police now think the thief, or
thieves, had access to, or possession
of, a master key.
Master keys, released by the
campus key shop, are cut to fit
buildings, specific floors of buildings
or departments. There are keys that
will open all of the locks on campus,
but only one is available and the p0lice keep track, with a sign-out system, of where and when that key is

See THEFT, page 2

ABOVE LEFT: The Social Sciences Building was vandalized the weekend of Sept. 12.
ABOVE RIGHT: Two computers are missing from Lucas Hall after the robbery.

Chinese Ambassador Visits Campus
Stresses Need
for Better U.S.
Relations

SGA Presents
New Award to
Ambassador

by Colleen Fuller
Current news reporter

by Colleen Fuller
Current news reporter

In the wake of President George
Bush's announcement ofa sale of 150
F-16 fighters to Taiwan, Zhu Qizhen,
China's ambassador to the United
States, said, "Both the United States
and China must abide strictly to the
principles_of mutllal respect. without
external affairs interferences. If these
principles are violated, our relations
will suffer. China is willing to
maintain friendly relations with the
U.S."
"China is one of the fastest
growing economies in the world,"
Qizhen said Thursday to a group of
faculty and students. "Living conditions have improved, the per capita
has doubled and economic relations

Katherine Lacey, secretary of the
Student Government Association(SGA) presented Zhu Gizhen, Chineseambassador to the United States,
wi th the fust ever UM-St. Louis SG A
Gateway Award of Education when
he gave a lecture on campus for the
Center for International Studies.
"The executive committee of the
SGA thought that having the ambassador of China as a guest speaker to
UM-SLLouis was an event that should
be recognized," Lacey said, "it gave
students a rare opportunity to learn
about China' s policies from an expert
and to ask questions that cannot be
found in a textbook. We felt the
ambassador, by affording us this opportunity, deserved to receive the
award."

Photo: Alfie M Ali

The Center for International Studies hosted a visit to the UM·St. Louis campus by Zhu

See Q/ZHEN, page 2 Qizhen, China's Ambassador to the United States, Thursday.
'*New BeginnIngs"

Founder's Day Extended To Founder's Week
by Lauren Tsuglta
Current news reporter

See Features, page 5,
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Founder's Day is no longer a tradition on
campus, Founder's Week has taken its place.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill said she believes, by expanding Founder's Day to Founder's
Week, more people can be involved and it will
build spirit and morale within the campus community.
''The significance of Founder's Week is to
celebrate the traditional symbol of the founding
of the campus," said Bob Samples, director of
university relations.
Founder's Week will begin on Sept. 22, with
the traditional fall faculty meeting at 3 p.m. in

the J.e. Penney Auditorium. At this meeting,
Touhill will give the State of the University
Address to students, faculty, staff and community citizens.
The presentation of the Chancellor' s Awards
for Excellence in Research and Creativity,
Teaching, and Service also will be awarded. A
reception at the Chancellor's Residence will
follow.
The campus community can show its spirit
on Sept 23 at the Chancellor's All Campus
Picnic and Spirit Day from 11:30a.m.-l :30p.m.
and from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in the Alumni Circle.
Lunch will be provided hy Touhill and the
supporters ofUM-St. Louis. Live entertainment .
will enhance the picnic where all spirit enthu-

Univer sity Senate
Debates Standards
by Thomas J. Kovach

.Current news reporter
A decision next month by the
Coordinating Board of Higher Education (CBHE) could result in UMSt. Louis becoming a "highly selective" institution.
The term "highly selective," according to the CBHE task force's
report of critical choices on higher
education, means an institution requires a combined percentile score of
at least 140 points for all entering
freshmen and transferring students
with less than 23 credit hours.
The "combined percentile score"
is a combination of high school percentile rank and a percentile ranking
based on a score on the ACT or SAT
tests. A student who scores at least a
27 on the ACT, ora comparable score
on the SAT, however, is automatically eligible for admission .
UM-St. Louis Chancellor Blanche

Touhill said if the CBHE approves the
plan the university's standards for
admission will remain comparable
with the admission standards of the
other three University of Missouri
campuses.
The CBHE plan received general
support from the University Senate in
a voice vote, but several senators
criticized it saying the university isn't
ready to change its admission stan J
danis.
''I'm not in favor of raising standards. What an urban university does
is provide opportunity," said
Lawrence Barton, chairman of the
Chemistry Department. "We are
moving away from the whole concept
of a urban university. We are trying
too hard to conform to this 'new MD. '
Maybe now is the time to start moving
toward an independent St Louis campus."

See SENATE., page 2

siasts will be wearing red and gold. In case of
inclement weather the picnic will be in the
Underground in University Center.
The celebration of Founder's Week will
continue with an international conference, "The
United States and the Integration of Europe:
Legacies of the Postwar Era," on Sept. 25 and
26. This conference is sponsored by UM-SL
Louis, the Truman Library Institute in Independence, Mo., the European University Institute
of Florence, Italy and the Missouri Historical
Society.
The conference is attracting scholars and
government officials from countries including
Great Britain, Norway, Russia, France, Germany, Italy and the United States. The keynote

address will be given by former U.S. Senator
Thomas Eagleton. Panel discussion topics will
include Diplomacy of Integration, Trade and
Finance, Military-Industrial Cooperation, Multinational Corporation and Ttx:hnology Transfer.
Founder's Week will come to a close on
Sept. 26 with the Founders' Dinner at the St.
Louis Marriott Pavilion Downtown. The Dinner will be in honor of several special groups
in cl uding the class of 196 7, the 1992
Chancellor's Awards for Excellence recipients,
University donors, past honorary degree recipients, the faculty and staff with service of 25
years or more and the classes of 1972, 1977,
1982 and 1987.

.Keeping Their Heads Above Water

UM-St. Louis swim coach Mary Liston offers advice to the Rivermen as they struggle to get fit. Two
of the six All-Americans from last year have returned to boost the team's effort . .
.,
,.
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ISC, from page

Election Results Appealed

1

the ISC. The ISC will represent
the interests of students before the
University'S administrative bodies, such as the Board of Curators.
"One of the things we're trying to do is let the curators know
what we're thinking," said UMSt. Louis Student Government
Association president and ISC
member Mike Tomlinson. "Not
"only will we be reactive, but we'll

also develop policies."
The first matter of business for
the council is to develop and
implement a statutory StudentBill
of Rights. These rights, according
to Tomlinson, must be clearly defmed and preserved and not taken
for granted as they are now. Keith
P erkins, ISC member and chairman of the Associated Students of
the University of Missouri

Register With Career Placement Services

Career Placement will
help you find a paid job
related to your degree!
While you're still in school!

(ASUM), said the bill is modeled
after the one at the University of
Wisconsin.
'The bill in Wisconsin has been
disputed six times in state courts
and the students have won all six,"
said Perkins.
Also, the council has asked the
Board of Curators to bring Rule
200.400 of the Collected Rules
and Regulations before a committee consisting of faculty, staff, and
students. The "felony clause," as
it is now called, calls for an automatic suspension from any extracurricular activities for any student accused of a felony. The ISC
was disturbed when the Board of
Curators bypassed student repre-

308 Woods Hall • 553·5111
Sophomores &Juniors -Co-op &Internships
Seniors -Jobs upon Graduation

sentation in adopting the rule.
The ISC is also working to
place a Student Curator in a voting
capacity in the Board of Curator
meetings. This would allow for
student representation in matters
such as appointment of administrative personnel, fee structuring,
academic policy, construction
projects, and special advisory
comminees.
Each campus' student president and vice presiden~ are ISC
members. Two non-voting members, the Student Curator and the
ASUM chainnan, sit on the coun-

cil.
The ISC will meet next on October 18 at UM-St Louis.

Q;zhen, from page 1
have [also] improved. We are working to double our gross national product.
"In terms of refoml, China is making bolder efforts and bigger strides," he
said. "The door has been opened to foreigners that had long been closed. This
has, in tum, affected banking, insurance, trade, tourism and land development"
China-U.S. relations were a major theme of Qizhen 's speech. "The end of
the cold war doesll 't mean world peace. International tension is far from gone
- uncertainty and unpredictability are still present The largest developed
country [the U.S.l and the largest developing country [China] should
work together for world peace," Qizhen expressed.
Expanding China's trade relations through refonn is a concern of Qizhen.
"Lowered tariffs on Chinese exports will improve China ' s trade and encourage
enthusiastic investors," Gizhen said.
Gizhen also touched on the subject of education.
'The main problem for development lies in education. If China's massive
population has no knowledge or technical experience, how can a modem
country be built?" Gizhen asked.

Karen Gardner, former Student
Government Association (SGA)
presidential candidate and evening
college student, fIled an appeal on
May 1, 1992, to the Student Court
regarding polling procedures in the
1992 race for president
Gardner would like a recount including the votes of South Campus
evening sUldents that were neglected
in the previous dection.
"We will never mow if this might
have affected the election results, but
whether it does or doesn't, the evening
South Campus students deserve the
same right to vote," Gardner said.

University Senator Hal Harris
said, "I think it's essential for our
campus to be a full-fledged member
of the University of Missouri system
- not in any way a second class member."
He also said UM·St Louis must
continue to serve its "constituents
without having these standards as the
only standards of success."
The higher admission standards
haven't been implemented but Harris
said "we've seen this coming for a
while."
IfUM~St Louis becomes highly
selective and raises admission standards, the school might eliminate remedial level courses such as Math 02
and English 09.
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HEALTH CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

STUDY IN

IRELAND

Dietetics • Medical Technology • Industrial Hygiene

Spring 1993

If your college degree is listed above,
you have the opportunity to take
advantage of a unique medical career
in the Navy Medical Service Corps.
Benefits include excellent pay, 30
days paid vacation earned each year,
plus FREE medical/dental care, worldwide travel, continuing education, and
a secure retirement package.
Make the most of your degree. Find
out more about enriching and diversifying your medical experience. It could be
just what you're looking for.
For more infonnation call

St. Patrick's College
Maynooth, Ireland

Umerick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program

• Business Program Option

• 30 Student Maximum

• International Student Village

.3.0 G.P.A. Required

.3.0 G.P.A. Required

Political Science associate professor J. Martin Rochester said he
didn't understand how UM-St Louis
could raise admission standards "and
ai the same time, rely on j~or college transfers that we have to accept
whether they take basket-weaving or
god-mows-what "
Touhill said even ifUM-Sl Louis
doesn't continue to offer remedial
courses, the University's Center for
Academic Development will remain
open.
"We will still have the math lab,
writing lab, supplemental instruction
and counseling," Touhill said.
The CBHE will vote Oct 16 at
Harris-Stowe State College.

University of Missouri, St. Louis
Center for International Studies
SI. Louis, MO 63121-4499
(314) 553-5175
Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden; Germany, Portugal, Greece,
Israel, Spain, France, Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.

You and the Navy.
F ull Speed Ahe a d.
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used.
"With all of the victims sure that
they secured their offices, it had to be
someone with a key," Pickens said.
Two copy machines, one on the
fourth floor of Lucas Hall and the
other on the third floor of SSB, sustained damage to the electronic displays.
A Franlclin spell-check machine
was stolen from an office on the fourth
" floor of Lucas Hall. .
. ..• , .
A Bondwell lap top comp~~r,
valued at $1,450, was stolen
an
office in the Social Work Depamnent
on Lucas Hall's fifth floor.
An entire box of recycled laser
printer paper is missing from the
Communications Department, also on
the fifth floor of Lucas Hall.
Another laptop computer, a Zenith model valued at $2,399, is missing from an office on the fifth floor of
Lucas Hall.
From an office on the twelfth floor
of the SSB Tower, a five-inch blackand-white television is missing.
Pickens said on that particular
. weekend, three officers were on duty
each night and two officers were on
duty during the day shifts.
Pickens explained, if the thieves
had a master key,the officers checking the buildings would not be suspicious because the doors, could be
locked while the thieves are inside.
He added that officers checking
buildings do not check locked offices.
"We've got some leads that we
are following up and we are taking all

from

ONLY
YOU

For more Information, contact:
Robert A. Baumann

'I'

See SGA, page 7

leads very seriously," he said.

St. Bonaventure University-Mohegan Community College

LTJG Tim Bollinger at 1-800-322-6289 in n.,
or 1-800-446-6289 in MO

I

University of Limerick

SPONSORING COLLEGES

NAVY OFFICER

Mike Tomlinson, Patrick A.
Barclay and John King were among
other students running for Student
Government Association president
As the race progressed, the two prime
candidates became Gardner and
Tomlinson. Following a tough race,
Tomlinson became the campus's new
SGA President Recently, Gardner
expressed her concerns of lack of
equal polling times on both campuses
through an appeal to the Student Court.
The discrepancy regarding polling
times largely could have affected the
outcome of the race, she said. Polling
places for the 1992 election were located in the University Center, on the

@@Ge®@.9®@~9@@.9 Theft, from page 1
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Senate, from page 1

Need Some Brain Food?

$2~99

by Trezette Stafford
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CAN
MAKE A
DIFFERENCE,
ACT
NOW!!
Applications for Student Allocations Budget
Committee and Student
Court are available in the
StudentGovernmentAs- "
sociation office at 262
University Center. All
applications must be
turned in by Wednesday,
Sept. 30.

"If They Can
Change, So
Can We."

21,1 92
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s a B rd, It's a Plane
A New Orleans daredevil caused some much needed excitement in St. Louis last week by climbing on top of the Arch with
suction cups and parachuting down.
John Vincent, a 25 year old construction worker told news
reporters he did the stunt for the hell of it Vincent also is to have
claimed to have parachuted from the World Trade Center in New
York in 1991.
He had some beautiful pictures in The Post-Dispatch and wa:s
not spotted during the more than two hour adventure. His two
accomplices were arrested for disorderly conduct and commercial photography in a national park. Vincent was arrested and
charged with parachuting in a national park and climbing on a
monument It is believed to be the first time anyone has sur ·rived
a jump from on top.
Each of the charges are misdemeanors and cany a maximum
of six months in jail and a $500 fIne. The Federal Aviation
Administration has forbidden pilots and skydivers from flying
and jumping through the Arch legs. Several pilots have flown
through it since 1966.
U.S. Attorney Stephen Higgins wants to teach him a lesson
and send a message to other would be daredevils who might kill
themselve.s such as a man did trying to parachute from an
airplane in 1980. We all know rules were made to be broken. So
he had his fun. Does that mean they should throw the boOk at
him? It was funny and made for good conversation but rules are
made for everyone's safley, and if they are broken one must pay
the consequences.

Your John Hancock Please?
With the presidential election fast approaching President
George Bush has something hanging which will show the
Amercian people he means what he says about family values . .
Five Democrats and two Republician House and Senate
members including our own Sen. Christopher Bond, R-Mo have
urged the President not to veto the family leave bill. This bill
would require a business with 50 or more employees to guarantee
up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave for the birth or adoption of a child,
or to care for a sick family member. Other portions of the bill
include an increase in spending for nutrition and immunuzation
for poor, the Head Start program, a program to train parents to
. prepare their children for school, and more funds for a program
providing services to parents at risk ofabusing orneglecting their
children. The President vetoed a bill similar to this one two years
ago.
- It is a pity that anyone would have to urge the President to sign
a bill like this that will ease the burden on some families.The
pressure is on. Will he sign the bill or veto it at the risk of saying
to the middle class Amercia and the poor that he wasn't really
serious about helping them? Its is time that he put his money
where his mouth is and allow this much needed bill.

SpanlS

ass Brings Forth Many
petite in stature, begins the class by
putting us on the hot seat A month

by Russell Korando
"Buenos Dias. Como esta UtI!"
Every moming at nine, Spanish
teacha Susana Walter marches into
class determined to awaken out
'ingles' speaking minds.
Walter is pure energy in the
delivery of her native tongue. She
moved to the U.S. 3O-years-agofrom
Peru.
My lack of any high school
foreign language training was a big
mistake.
The other 30 people in the
classroom seem to have made the
same mistake. This is not your ordinary lecture class ...until your hand
cnunpsenvlionment
Walter. who is attractive and

into Spanish 00 I, and the lessons are
getting serious. This morning, she's
randomly calling on the class to use
irregular verbs in a sentence.
After a few people stumble
through the different ferms of the
verb tener, Walter spy's me flipping
through the pages en rrU libro.
"Repitan, por favor Senor
Korando."
Total brain lock. Repeat in
spani.sh, while thinking in english.
It's Wednesday, and I'm in the midst
of fighting an Asian flu-bug . Thanks
Ali. I'm now visibly sweating.
"Yo tengo estudio por La noche,"
I feebly reply, with the whole class
staring at me.
"Muybien," says Walter stifling a
laugh.
Such is the life for the students of
spanish 00 1. A 16-week crash-course
in the mysterious world of irregular
verbs-have you ever seen an irregular
verb? Trust me, their not pretty.
Mister procrastinator, here, chose

to hold off on the foreign language
requirement until the tail-end of my
college career. Big mistake, numero
dos.
I'm now longing for the days of
the darkened lecture hall, anonymously sitting in a crowd of 200.
Here, though, I have become a fullyfunctional student
The longer I look at my teltt, appropriately named 'Como Se Dice,'
(how you say), the faster I think.. There
is a fonnula to this mystery.
Walter has 50 minutes, 5-days-aweek, to run us through our drills.
She's tough, but good.
"Remember to pronounce each
syllable," Walter explains. "Possessive adjectives agree with the thing
possessed, not with the possessor."
Another section is explained.
Righ 1to the practica. Random calling
again. Thinking ahead. 'yo (tu) tu(es).
"Tiene La professora tu numero
de seguro social," Walter asks the guy
in front of me." It's is a tough one.
I watch him squirm. Total silence
is cast over the room. He doesn't

attempt to answer. ';{alter has her
back turned, waiting to write his reply
on the chalkboard.
Feeling persecuted, the guy in
front of me sounds angry, and emphatically say's, "I don't understand."
Walter seems perplexed by his
clipped r,esponse. Graciously she lets
him off of the hook.
Seeing that the rest of the class is
confused, Walter writes examples on
the board. I sit wondering how it must
feel to not only speak another language, but to be able to teach it, as
well. Impressive.
I want to pass. I will put together
the pieces of this puzzle. Walter will
give us the best chance to learn for oUr
dollar per credit hour.
Each class member gets a tum in
the hot seat Cover new material, and
follow with a practical exercise.
Homework every night Tough, but
effective, especially to a wandering
mind like mine.
Our minds will need it Rumor
has it that not one word of english is
allowed in Spanish 003. Gulp!

Bad Connection; Student

Hates Campus Directory
Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to The

names, addresses and phone numbers

Current's pu,blication of Campus
Connections. I don't like it! I don't
know if you people realize it, but
some of the numbers and addresses
published intentionally and costly
were kept out of Southwestern Bell's
White Pages. Now there are boxes of
free connections laying around with
my telephone number in it I am not
over-reacting. My number has never
been published in the St LOuis areal
I want to know when, how or if
the student's were notified or asked if
they wanted their information broadcast to more than 5,000 people? Let
the record show if I want someone to
have my number I will give it to
them, that's the way my parents taught
me.
If you have so many people to
thank such as Sandy MacLean, and
Glenn Allen, why don't I see their

broadcast to the UMSL population. I
would love to call some of them and

tell them what I think of Campus
Connections.
Bad idea, the way you went about
it was wrong.

Privacy Invaded

Editors note: wcated Oil every
student's registration form each semester is a box to check if you don't
want your in/ormation listed in any
campus directory. The registration
form must be signed before it is processed. We, at The Current, respect
all students' right to privacy. In the
future please read any form care/wlly
before you sign iI. We do plan to
extend Campus COlIJIections to faculty listings next year.

Do you have a gripe?
Do you need to
get something off your chest?
Let your voice be heard and
write a
letter to the editor.
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HE·LP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries.
Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transPortation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services at
1-206-5454155 ext A5746.
Part-time child care position
available 9n-campus. For more
information call Lynn Navin at
553-5658.

Is your Greek organization or club
interested in earning $500-$1,500
for one week, on a campus
marketing project? You must be
organized and hard-working. Call
Melanie at (8oo) 592-2121 ext
123

Wanted: Person(s) interested in carpool from South COWlty or South
City. My schedule is Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 9 a.m. - 12
p.m. and Tuesday 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. I
am willing to stay later. If interested
call 487 -6928 anytime.
Spring Break '93
Panama City Beach, FlorW
Sales Representative needed
to work with the
#ISpring Break Team.
TRAVEL ASSOCIATES
AND TOUR EXCEL
Sell the BEST properties
on the beach.
SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
:MIRACLE BEACH RESORT
HOLIDAY INN
PIER 99
Earn top commission and free trips
For more information call:
Julie
1-800-558-3002

r. -------- - - - --------~
I The Current Classified Order Form I
I
I
I
I
I For Sale/Help Wanted/Personals
FREE FOR I
I
CLASSIFICATION
STUDENTS I
I
I

_ _ _JIll
lM'gIIILIInry II _111.1 iI U.S.
1U1I7WI. AI.L II&BrI
()"dw CmIag Todly I11III 'lisa I

Me or em

180·351·1222

Dr, rush $2.00 10: "-reII1.....

L

11322 Idaho Ave. 12.f:trA. lei AngIIII. CA !iOO25

___-

EXCElUNT
~
ErI1iA INCOllE NOW] ~
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13MCMoy_ .....
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PILOT AN
ENTERPRISE
No, not on Star Trek.
Manage credit card
promo's on campus for
National Marketing Firm.
Earn up to $2,500 this
term. Flexible hours.
Opportunities .
Call 1-800-950-8472,
Ext. 17

Ir.M~E~S~S~A~G~E~:------------------------------~

GREEr(S & CLUBS
RAJSEACOOL

'1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR TIlE
MEMBER WHO CAlLS!
No obligation. No cast.
un

OMl'l'

~----------- --------~

MISCELLANEOUS

House: 2845 N. Hanley (1 mile from
campus). For sale: 24,900. For lease
$350 a month. For details call
878-9311 or 8424781.

BOOKS BOUGHT
We buy thousands of books
weekly. We have 80,000 books.
A COLLECTOR'S BOOKSHOP
6275 Delmar, University City
Delmar Loop.
Open 7 days a week.
CaU 721-6127
for more information.

Tires for sale: Four Bridgestone
Potenza low profile high performance
tires (P215/60R15). $5.00 per tire.
Call 994-5452
.

I

FO"- OFFICI:
I.'UI;

FOR SALE

You IlIo pt • FREE
BEADPBONERADIO
juIt b c:alliq

LUDWIG 5 PIECE DRUM SET
Blue-pearl. Asking $275.
Call 434-9589
1936 HONDA CIVIC
Does not run, needs an engine.
Selling whole or parts~ Make offer.
Call Robin, 553-5174
1977 TOYOTA COROLLA
Runs great!
Good in town car, new exhaust
system and battery. Must sell, call
Fola: 553-6438 (Daytime)
426-5367 (Night)
1979 VOLVO 242
Cruise contrO}. new tires, 4 speaker
stereo/cassette, beautiful condition
and well maintained, manual
transmission. Asking $1,950.
Call 946-9486

1990 HYUNDAI SONATA
5 speed, NC, power
windows, locks, cruise,
maroon with grey interior
16,xxx miles
Asking $10,000
Call 481-2067
1983 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
All power, air condition, auto
New exhaust, new catalytic
convertor. Call Nick 2754963 or
9354870. Asking $1,700
1988 PONTIAC
SUNBIRD SE COUPE
Auto, Air, Excellent Condition.
Must sell, $4,400/0ffer
926-0168 (leave message)

WANTED: Twin Peaks TV episodes 1st and second season. Will
pay to copy or purchase. Pleas e
contact Cory or leave a message at
739-0843.

PERSONALS
To all Greeks'
I'm too sexy for your
Sexy Legs contest I rather be
Homecoming King.
Steven

Mookey,
Hope we have a wonderful
weekend. Despite the work, we will
have a blast see you soon.
Muscles

Alicia,
GOVERNMENT
HOMES from #1
Delinquent tax property.

Repossessions (U repair). Your

Have a great Pentecostal
birthday! Cover those knees you
hussy!
Love, Beige & Q

area (1) 805-962-8000
Ext GH-2166 for
current repo list

Bean Po,
WANTED: Triumph, Norton or

BSA motorcycles any condition.
CASH $$$ Paid.
Call Wes 965-8351

ROOMMATE WANTED:
2 bedroom/2 bathroom apartment.
Two pools, tennis court, weight
room. Nice place, cheap rent.
McDonnell Blvd. & 1-270. For
more information, call 895-2629.

I'm so glad that we are talking again after our long separation. I
missed you a lot
Love,Q

Candy,
Thanks a lot bean forputting
me a birthday wish in this paper!
NOT!

Apartment: $285
Heat Included!! 1 bedroom, 2 room efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet, some flJrn/s~ :· ~. 6 month or 1 year
lease. $285-$295. OR a 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

381.8797

Bermuda Heights

l..8O().932-OSl8, Ext. 65

·"·IT UP~SIrI. :1:GEIT PAl F R
IIVlll l1i WHAT I THill:'
In my classes I'm encouraged to ex,
plore my Ideas and say what I think.
And thaCs lust what happens wh ere I
work. At UPS. everyones opinions
count. ever,ifyou 'reworking
part,t lme
'U PS has employee committees and
dIScussIon groups. Everyone is expected
to make suggestions and express opinIons. And the supervisors listen. That's
how UPS has become a world leader in
the transportation industry.
"UPS has industry-leading pay and
benefits too. I make almost $10,000 a
year working about 4 hours a day. And I
get a choice of part-time schedules ..
morni ng. noon or night. They actually
work with me to fit my work hours to my
class hours. I can't think of a company
that does more for working students.
'f'lt UPS, most students work in
Operations and some in Accounting,
Industrial Engineering, I.S. and
Customer Service. So, if you like think·
ing for yourself ... think about UPS."

Openings Exist
at the UPS Earth
City Facility. For
more information,
or to apply ~or an
interview, call
553-5317 or visit
346 Woods Hall.
Weare a'n equal
opportunity
employer.

I

~

I

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
OPENS,SEPTEMBER 25 EVERYWHERE
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The Power Of A Look Back: How It All Began
The·Crystal
by HII Newton
Current features reporter

a bird's i view

by Brad Touche
jack-of-all-medias
As if it weren't painful enoughto simply get through college Without a serious
case of schizophrenia setting in, I now
have a new worry - crystals. People for
centuries have sworn by their healing powers and other neat little supernatural tricks,
but I for one was skeptical. But now I might
have to respect those little rocks a little
more. Why?
I got my fIrst crystal on a bead necklace
in June from a girl I was dating. The
crystal, sodalite (she called it Diet Coke),
was a beautifufmix of white and deep blue
patches. Within two weeks, the crystal fell
out of its holder.
No problem. My girlfriend put another
sodalite on my necklace and we disregarded the original crystal's sudden disappearance as nothing supernatural.
Now let's fast-forward to three weeks
ago. First of all, my girlfriend and I broke
up. Two days after we had a conversation
that amounted to nothing, I realized at a
party that my crystal had broken. I laughed
and thought it was poetic justice for the
relationship, but my friends started looking for another way home.
I heard things like 'That's worse than
breaking a mirror", "Ohman,don'tcallme
for a couple weeks", and ''Don't worry
about me tonight, Brad. Tony's gonna drive
me home. Be safe, OK?"
I thought, "Get real, guys! It's a piece
of jewelry! It's a drag it broke, but it still
looks good. Besides, no one else I've seen
wears a broken crystal."
Maybe there's a reason for that. Two
, days later, I ran into my ex again with her
old boyfriend at a bar. No big deaL I can'
handle this. It's over and that's that I'll
fmd someone else. I'm still cool, aren't I
? ... (All men have this built-in defense

mechanism. It's called'the male ego and it' s
about as useful as bringing kerosene to a
forest fire. Use the house of cards simile to
fIgure out what I mean).
The next day my car stereo decided it
liked Motley Crue so much that it didn't
want to eject the tape - ever again. Don't ask
me how, but I now know all the words to
every song on Dr. Peelgood and I have
nighnnares of Vince Neil riding shotgun
with me everywhere I go.
"No big deal again, I guess," I thought.
"I'll have to get the money somehow."
The next morning, I discovered my
heater in my waterbed wasn't working
anymore. My pale blue, frostbitten complexion was my first clue. My biggest pet
peeve is waking up freezing.
"Oh, this is nice," I thought as I glared
at my new ice rink. OK, no problem. I'll
take a shower, get ready for school, and
worry about this later. It's only money."
I got out of the shower and turned on my
stereo only to discover that my stereo receiver had decided that it didn't want to be
a stereo anymore. Only my right side spt;aker
jacks worked. "Maybe it has mono ..." I
speculated. (I know, I know, bad pun)
"Great! More money Idon'thave." I decided
, I was going to keep smiling because normal
schools ofrational thought would obviously
advise me that it couldn't get any worse.
That night on the way home from a bar
some " _ _ " (choose your own superlative) cut into my lane and sent me spinning
into a no parking sign. I blew out two tires,
shattered my driver's side window, and
laid a crevice in my door so deep that now
I'm getting hate mail from the Grand
Canyon (because it was jealous, get it?
Geez! No one gets that joke... ).
No, the guy didn't stop, either. $400.00
in engine repairs and a no parking sign that
hates me. Now Life Sucks. This IS a big
deal AND a problem. And Confucius and
Socrates can take their theories on life and
go play chess for.all I care. My guard is up
now, baby.
I'm still wearing the necklace, though.
If the god of sodalite wants to continue to
haunt me, let him. I'm wearing a snowflake
obsidian crystal this time. So pucker up, ya
cheesy little deity. This necklace is too cool
to let some bad luck sway me from wearing
it But I'm still looking over my shoulder.
. . they can take this thing off me after the
body's cold. At least when it's colder than
when I wake up to my pre-cryogenic
waterbed.

Art Is A Natural
Form OfExpreSSion
A one-time native ofBouldel', Colo., Robells

by Shazla Alam
Current features reporter

attendedtheUni~tyotNew Mexico where she

Man Crying WilhRedHandsand Womanln

The Desert are titles of ~ two of the many
IX>~oflifeHollyRobeIts~<kpictedool¥:r

canvas boord. An artist woo combines graphic
phctography with painting in herWOIks,Rorens
uniquely stands alooe in a class,of hc7 own.

obtained a degree in business administration. An
MFA from Arizooa State University and a diverse edocational ~ fran Belles Artes
de Mexico in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico,
gave Robert<; increasing insight in her wClks.
"I OOIy feel whlt I'm feeling when I start
JXrinting. I can't answer fer another and I'm oot

going to because I want othezs to
fonn their own opinions on my
wcsk, make their own coonectioo,
feel fer themselves," said Roberts.
Roberts displays generally
range between wClids of light and
dark. ThinkingAboutHavingABaby
sOOws the anxiety that follows a
first-time pregnancy that later turns
tojoyand WOIldt-nnent1tthemirocle
of a new hwnan life; a IOOIher's

Photo: Virginia ArCiniega
Calvin "Rick" McNeese, accounting major, admires
Robe·rt's works ..

soothing wools to an injwed child
signifies a calming effect; ~
Jre&Il3OCY, ending in a miscarriage,
is told throogh Saying Goodbye and
Leaving The Cemetery, whlch portrays foo:ver closing the eyes of a
child before it has even focuc;ed 00
the wood before it These all play
central roles in ,the ~ of
Robells' JXrintings.
"I think Mrs. Roberts'
work has a wonderful richness and delicateness about
it. It shows all of the difficulties a person comes across in
a lifetime with a very deep
depth of feeling," said Janet
Berlo, prof~ssor of art history.

Where there was once a golf course,
swimming pool and tennis courts, there are
now students, books, buildings and professors. What was once Bellerive Country
Club is now St Louis' only four-year
public institution of higher education: The
University of Missouri at St Louis.
Much preparation and a lot of hard
work and negotiation went into the estab- '
lishment of the University. The land on
which it now stands changed hands and
names many times before the official
opening on September 15, 1963.
St. Louis had been expressing interest in
a possible junior college since the mid1950s. When the administrators of Bellerive
Country Club made the decision to move
the club to West County in 1956, they
offered the land to Normandy School
District as a possible site for the college.
The superintendent of the Normandy
School District at that time was Ward E.
Barnes. He was also on a commission
founded by Governor James Blair, whose
sole purpose was to advocate the formation
of higher education. Therefore, the offer
was very appealing.
After the necessary legislation was
passed, the land was bought A committee
was formed by the school board consisting
of 20 citizens and eight school administrators to oversee the development of the
school.
The committee visited Dr. Elmer Ellis,
president of the University of Missouri, to
discuss a deal with the University to
establish a school.
"We visited President Ellis, and he said,
'We will do better than you are expecting.
If you will take care of the grounds and
buildings, we will provide the faculty' ,"
Barnes said.
The school that was eventually formed
was known as the University of MissouriNormandy Residence Center.
In September 1960, the center opened
With more than 300 students, 100 more than
the projected goal. By the next year, the
number had doubled.
''That showed that there was certainly a
need for this sort of thing," Bames said.

"

tfile photo
COU NTRY CLU B, NO WAY! The leaves have fallen, but the weather is still conducive
to studying in the quad that was once the driving range for the Bellerive Country Club.
It quickly was becoming evident that a
larger facility was needed. President Ellis
proposed that if the Normandy School
District would donate the property to the
University, a four-year branch could be
st.aJ.1e(l

TIlls posed a problem, however, because
legislation mandated that any property sold
by the district must be put up for bid. A
compromise was reached when the Univer-

sity system gave a token payment of $60,000
to the school district in exchange for the
property. Thus, the University of Missouri at
St. Louis was born.
Blanche Touhill, present chancellor of
UM-SL Louis, said in her book: ''The Emerging University - The University of MissouriSt. Louis - 1963-1983", " ... mhere is '" no
doubt that the history of UMSL is still a tale of
a campus with potential yet to be fulfilled."

What Is It Like To Be "Single?"
Outsiders"). Cliff is a rock star wanna-be in a
band, if you can label it as such, called Citizen
Dick. Janet goes out on a limb and decides to
Onepositiveaspectofthemovie, "Singles"
have her breasts enlarged to win Cliffs attenis that it gives people that are looking for love
tions. The surgeon, Dr. Jamison, played by
the hope that true love can and will prevail in
Bill Pullman ("The Accidental Tourist,"
today's uncommitted world.
"Sibling Rivalry") tells her she shouldn't have
her breasts enlarged for her boyfriend, and he
Cameron Crowe made his directoral debut in 1989 With the comedy-drama, "Say
makes aplay for her. No date with the doc, but
Anything." In "Singles," he examines the
she keeps hers the size they were meant to be.
lives of young adults in transition to adult- ,
After finally getting over Cliff, he realizes
hood.
what he's missing and they start the cycle all
"I wanted to write about that period in a
over again.
person's life when you really define yourself
The two other friends in the gang don't get
and set the course for who you're going to be,"
too wrapped up With anyone. David Bailey,
he said.
played by Jim True ("The Accidental Tour"Singles" tracks the restless hearts of six
ist") is more concerned about his friends'
Seattle urbaniteS in their early- to rnid-twenwell-being than getting a girl.
ties, whose lives are spent in
~~~---';"ir'i"",,,,"'---;=----::--:"""""----;;:=-;;=;;:::=---=::-::-::::-:---'
And then there's Debbie
Hunt, pIa yed by Sheila Kelley
and around Seattle's burgeon _
ingmusic scene. On their own,
("Soapdish," Gwen Taylor in
With bills to pay, budding ca"L.A. Law"). She is out to
reers, heightened social
fmd that perfect man. and emawareness and that universal
ploys a video dating service.
She sets up a date with a cydesire to love and be loved,
this group of friends and new
clist only to have her roomacquaintances share their
mate make the moves on him.
dreams, their music and a
This movie should appeal
common courtyard at the
to the "college" age crowd, 18
apartment building where most
to 26. Itdefmitely gives people
of them reside.
who are in the dating scene a
look at what goes into meetSounds a little bit like the
ing new people, and how evFox TV show ''Melrose Place,"
huh?
ery action is broken down and
The movie centers around
analyzed and reanalyzed for
two couples and the ups and
"what exactly did they mean
downs of their relationships.
by that? ," and how with the
They go through the good and
help and advice of friends how
the bad and ultimately come
those actions and words are
together at the end of the movie.
perceived by the other party in
The "talk to the camera"
a potential budding relationapproach is used throughout
ship.
the movie via the actors sharI still think Janet should
have gone out With the plastic
ing their thoughts With the ausurgeon.
dience. There are some inter- ALL TOGETHER NOW: Front row-Ieft-to-right: Kyra Sedgwick
as Linda; Sheila Kelley as Debbie and Jim,True as Bailey. Second
row-Campbell Scott as Steve; Matt Dillon as Cliff and Bridget Fonda as Janet.

by Carmen Ghla
of The Current staff

Roberts took pictures of her two
daughters. their friends and husband Bob
to layout on the canvas and painted over
general places until she' had the desired
message she wanted carried across to her
public.

esting scenes, attractive to the post-adolescent eye, and I was reminded of panoramic
setups from some of Spike Lee's movies.
Steve Dunn, played by Campbell Scott
('Dying Young," "Longtime Companion")
finds true love with Linda Powell, played by
Kyra Sedgwick ("Born on the Fourth ofJuly").
Their relationship takes a nose dive thanks to
afaultyansweringmachine,andalove-starved
Linda comes back to save Steve from the
avalanche of week-old pizza and dirty clothes
piles in his apartment that he has neglected as
a love sick fool.
Janet Livermore, played by Bridget Fonda
("Scandal," "Single White Female," "The
Godfather Part ill,") is hopelessly in love with
CliffPoncier, played by Matt Dillon ("A Kiss
Before Dying," "Drugstore Cowboy," "The

"The entire way she put everything
together shows that if you do something
that's very important to you, it's going
to come through," said Marilyn Stangel.
Praise rang from every corner as art
majors and others alike viewed Roberts'

portraits. It seemed to give the feeling
that another shared the same emotions
from grief openly and showed it through
her canvas board, camera and paintbrush.

See ROBERTS, page 6
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ROBERTS, from page 5
"1 found the entire lecture
and reception very impressive," said observer Meagan
Donegan.

Roberts' works are on display in Gallery 210, located
in 210 Lucas Hall. The
gallery's hours are 9 a.m. to 8

OTHODONTIST
WHILE STRAIGHTENING TEETH, WE

BEA UTlEY EA CES TOQ.
plue

oSaturday Ik EnminI HOlln ATa1lable
06horter Tr_tm_t time
-Free Evaluation
-nCldble PaYDlCDt Plana
-ProfeMIonallk Ren.ble Care

p.m. on Tuesday; 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Wednesday through Friday; and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Saturday.
The exhibit will run from
Sept. 8 through Oct. 3. For
. further information, call
Thomas H. Kochheiser, director of Gallery 210 at 553-

-No Headiear

Ask About Our Student and Faculty Special
Dr. S. Khouri, D.D.S P.C.
Call 230-9933
Dip....... ~ Boenl 01 Ow-I&oduatial

Member, "-rican " - .

or OrtbodoatUta

175 L ....p aad Lantern Village
141 Woods Mill aDd Clayton

5952.
Robert's exhibition at UMSt. Louis is funded in part by
the Missouri Arts Council, a
state agency, and the Regional
Arts Commision-St. Louis.

I'm Here
When You Need Me
.

;

. " '.'

The Curl·ent is
looking for
outstanding
faculty, staff.,
and students
" 'hose achieve ..
Inents deserve
recognition. If
you know of
such a person,
•
•
gIve
us a rIng.
553.. 5174.

African-A·merican
ScholarshipAvailable
The applicant must be
single. African-American
parents who are or will be in
their junior year of college
by January 1993. Other requirements include that the
applicants must be Missouri
residents, carry a 3.0 grade
point average, show financial need and upon receipt
of the scholarship, attend
class full time.
Applications can be acquire ir. ~he University's financial aid office at 8001
Natural Bridge Road, St.
Louis, MO 63121. All ap-'
plications ID'Jst be completed and returned by September 30. For more information, contact Cathy
Piwowarczyk at 553-5759 .

Wi th the donation of

$60,000 form a private St.
Louis-based foundation, the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis will provide scholarships specifically for single,
African-American parents.
The African-American
Parent/Child Scholarship,
sponsored by the Monxmode
Foundation, will provide
three students with a $20,000
scholarship.
This scholarship will enable these students to complete their final two years of
school. It will cover tuition
and fees, child-care costs at
the University's Child Development Center and provide each student with discretionary funds.

SGA, from page 2

CIRRUS.

The Autolftatie Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center
or call us at 383·5555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can
be used at the machine in University Center if it. has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

Ilmnuuuilj8anA
383-5555

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. lOUIS, MO 63121

Contemporary Productions

,

PRESENTS

ANiERICAN
T HE~T R E

,

Member FDIC

South Campus during the day and.
after 5 p.m., in Lucas Hall in front of
the Evening College Office. In ber
appeal Gardner focused on the polls
being closed during prime evening
bours on South Campus, leaving
evening students on South Campus
the choice of voting only during
morning or afternoon hours.
Gardner's appeal was not one of bitterness, but instead, one of concern
for the voting rights for all students.
"Evening students on both cam-,
puses deserve the same rights as day
students in regard to availability and
convenience of the voting site. South
Campus evening students exist and
they should be given equal consideration, availability and convenience in
the voting for Student Government

Association elected officers and their
representatives as any other student
on this campus," Gardner explained.
Gardner was not alone in noticing the
problems with polling procedures.
. TClI'JlliJoon. SG A president, would like
to see the following changes: . .
•Iitcrease the number of polling

places
-Increase student awareness of
polling dates, times and procedures
•Establish rules for Polling pro-

cedures.
Mark Grimes, fonner SGA president, offered the Administration
Committee $200-$300 last year to
hire individuals to staff the polls in
order to allow polling places on both
campuses for both day and evening
students. Althoughefforts were made,

no O,ne was hired in order to allow the
South Campus students the opportunity to vote. The Administration
Committee deals with procedures
helping SGA function properly. One
of its responsibilities is to conduct the
student elections. To improve student
elections for years in the future, the
. committee is working toward revising voting procedures.
The court has decided to deny the
appeal for any additional polling for
the 1992election, but will enforce
equal polling hours for day and
evening students on both campuses
for future elections. The Court decided, due to time constraints and the
semester end, any new election would
be undesirable for students and unfair
to new officials asswning office.

' 9:00 am - You have a mammoth -cold
10:00 am - Algebra class
11 :07 am - Your symptoms are gone!

Relief is just seconds
from campus!
• Delivery Available
• Computerized Prescription
Drug Interaction Screening
• Patient Counseling on the
Correct Use of.
Prescription Drugs

.

~FRANK;JI

lii ::'MItit!1
ACV"N;

9a.m. to 8p.m,
Mon.• Frl.

9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Sat.

.385-5400
7605 Natural Bridge Rd.

AS AN ARMY NURSE, YOU
GO RIGHT TO THE
FRONT LIME OF HEALTH CARE.
Whether you're in a modern hospital, working on the
front line of nuclear medicine, orin a field hospital, when
you're an Army Nurse,
you're right in the center of the action.
The Army offers
the dedicated nurse:
• a professional
environment ·
• direct, hands-on
experience
• opportunities for
promotion
• responsibility and
respect
As a vital member of the Army's health care team,
you will be able to apply your talents to a full range of
nursing disciplines. And as an officer in the U. S. Army,
you will have an opportunity to develop and practice your
leadership and managerial skills.
If you're ready to challenge yourself again, it's time to
talk to your local Army Recruiter.
Sergeant Hauell
1360 South 5th street, Suite 302

Sf. CharIeI, MO 63301-2447 . .
PH: (314)946-2090

.

•
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Flo Valley Delivers Slick Players Through Pipeline
by Dana Cook
Current sports reporter

Party 'Til You
Drop At UMSL

Homecoming
by Matthew J. Forsythe
associate sports editor
Yes friends and neighbors, this year
we are going to have some kind of
Homecoming.
That's right-a bOnafide, happygo-lucky, dance-till-you-<lrop celebration with the tinsel covered king and
queen and the whole court thrown in for
good measure.
. You, as a student, can participate
of the campus
with athletes and the
joining you. The soccer team will be
returning from a hopefully successful
road trip and the e,ntire UM-St Louis
community will have its chance to join
together to celebrate and enjoy the fact
that we all attend the same college. You
know, that thing called school spirit
In comments I've heard around
campus many people seemed stunned.
A Homecoming celebration seems to
swprize them. They knew that a Homecoming soccer match would, of course,
be played, but they had no idea that this
year there also would be a some kind of
celebration.
. I beard the average disparaging rt>marks about SGA and Homecoming.
The -remarks were cen~ed around
y Hoorecomin campaigh-piom-'
'Ms failing to ever mliteriafize. Thail s to
be expected, I guess. Politicians seem to
be held in low regard by everyone these
days (with good reason perhaps). The
remarks that caught my attention,
though, involved soccer and its relation
to Homecoming.
For legal reasons I will refer to these
two speakers as the satire squad. Really
the narnes are notall that important The
satire squad could be anyone or anybody, all that matters is that they gather
to put down UM-St Louis and reduce
any positive gai.p of the University to a
laughable mockery of commuter college dreaming.
Satire player number one came to
play. "Homecoming? How can you have
Homecoming without a football team?"
he asked.
Playernumbertwo followed up with
the quick focetious drop shot "Soccer,
come on man, we've got soccer that's
better than football."
They gave themselves the "NOT"
look and smiled in satisfaction.
1 hate to interrupt anyone's selfserving picnic, but what is so bad about
having a soccer team instead of afootball
team to honor our school? Football is
the traditional collegiate sport, but has
UM-StLouis,inanyway,evermatched
up with the word "traditional."
Many students probably think ~
cer can't compare to football as far as
hard hitting action. Apparently these
students have never seen the Rivermen
in action. Their particular brand of soccer involves a lot of skill, action and
hard hiurng. The Rivermen's home
opener was a good example of some
slobberknocking good ~r. Sonoma
State came to play physical-soccer and
the Rivermen obliged them, in spades.
Of course the entertainment of 300pound players trying to grind, mash and
dismember each other on the field belongs to football alone, but no one can
deny soccer its own entertainmentvalue.
The playerS UM-St Louis has on
the field deserve some respect for the
quality of play they exhibit Show them
some support, come fill the stands as
they take on Oakland on Oct 4,at2p.m.
Don't let the satire squad change
your outlook on an event like Homecoming and our Homecoming game.
people blind themselves with the little
negative things instead of trying to see
some very jX>Sitive things that are happening on campus. Don't let this happen to you.
Besides. Have you ever seen a 300pound offensive lineman dance?

rest

A childhood friendship isn't a "
typical way for a college soccer team
to develop into one of the most successful in the country. ButPete Sorber,
Florissant Valley men's soccer coach,
said that it's perfectly natural.
Sorber, and former UM-St Louis
soccer coach, the late Don Dallas, .
formed their friendship as children
living a block apart and attending the
same grade school.
It was from this friendship, years
later, that the soccer connection between the Rivermen and the Norsemen
began.
The Rivermen have been successful since they began competing in
1968, but their success skyrocketed
wh~n stand-out goalkeeper Frank
Tusinski and forward Tim Smith
transferred from Flo Valley in 1972.

"The competition is a lot stronger,"
Galkowslci remarked, comparingJUCO
~andDivisionIT soccer. ''The other
teams are a lot stronger and a lot faster."

"Galkowski was one
of the best players we
ever had" - Pete Sorber

Photo: Jeff Kuehno
PAT MAN: Senior defender Pat Galkowski (4) played for Flo
Valley on their 1989 JUCO championship team.
championship in 1989.
With his list of honors it easy to
understandSorbers' holdinghisplay

weekend he was voted as the outstanding
defensemen in the Ranger Classic, held in
Kenosha, Wis.

Dallas, in his first season as a
Riverrnan, plays sweeper-back. He
earned All-Gateway Athletic Conference (GAC) honors at Francis Howell
North High.
Sorber said Dallas' strength is in the
backfield because of some physical
problems, but if he fully recovers, he
could play anywhere on the field.
"He reads the defensive field very
well," Sorber said

lWlEllmll.mll15i

Both of them joined after winning
back-to-back JUCO national titles.
Already on' the team, wete Flo
Valley alumni John Garland and Steve
Buckley, who had played on Flo's
Championship teams. In 1972 the
Rivermen finished with a 9-1,1 record
In 1973 SrnithandTusinski led the
Rivermen to the NCAA Divisiol\_ IT
championship where they won the
school's first and only championship.
Now, in their 25th season, the
Rivermen continue their outstanding
success and their connection with Flo
Valley. Pat Galkowski, Dean Dallas
and Scott Spies are Valley transfers
currently playing for the Rivermen.
As a freshman, GaIkowski, now in
his second season with the Rivermen,
helped Flo Valley win the JUCO

Riverrnen head
coach Tom Redmond
said Dallas "has a style
of play very conducive
for what Flo tries to
do, which is work the
ball around reat well."
Dallas said playing college soccer at
the level the Riverrnen
are accustomed to is
"more intense" that at
the JUCO level.
Spies, a forward
also in his first year as
a Riverman, has a list
Photo: Jeff Kuchno of honors to be proud

honorable mention All-Metro selection his senior year. He set a GAC
record with 25 goals in 27 games and
earnedfirst-leam all-conference honors.
"He's a clever little forward, with
some very nice, tricky moves," Sorbex
said
Spies said Sorber presented a new
style of playing for him and taught him
how to play a more strategic game.
When he was asked what he and his
teammates wanted to accomplish, while
playing for the Riverrnen, Spies
summed it
«We want to carry on the winning
tradition we took from Flo."

of.
earned
t hoAll-Mi~- FLO VALLEY SPlE: Junior forward Scott Spies (12) is deAt Francis Howell
wes
10
'
1991. nors
Last
sen'b e d as h
aVlng
a great s h ot an d a nose f or t h e goa.I
High he received an

See PIPE, page 8

at Flo in such
high regard.
"Galkowski is
one of the best
players we .ever
had," Sorber
said
Galkowski
was voted in as a
first-team AllAmerican at Flo
Valley, in 1990,
and earned AllMidwest honors
both years. At
UM-St Louis,
G a I k 0 w ski

And On ~The Women's Side...
Donahue Goes From Being A Norse (Woman) To A Riverwoman
by Pete Dlcrlsplno
Current sports reporter
Much of the success of this year's
UM-St.Louis Riverwomen soccer
team directly will fall on the foot of
senior forward Kelly Donahue.
Donahue, a former Incarnate Word
Academy standout, scored 19 goals to
lead them to a Missouri state championshipasaseniorin 1989. From there
she moved to Florissant Valley Community College. She scored 10 goals
and 19 assists in two seasons, while
leading the Norsewomen to a junior
college championship as a sophomore.
Norsewomen coach Karen
Lombardo, who also coached Donahue
at IW A, knows what kind of player she
is.
"Kelly has a great attitude and a
knack for scorinl! eoals." Lombardo
said. "She knows what it takes to win."
Donahue carries a piece of
Lombardo's coaching experience in
every game.
"Karen showed us good direction
of the field and she showed me how to
shoot the ball," Donahue said
Donahue hopes that shot will
produce more goals this season. "One
of my goals is to score more than last
year," Donahue said
Scoring is whatRiverwomen cooch
Ken I{udson hopes Donahue will
continue to provide focthe~. "We'll
Photo: Attie M. Ali
rely on Kelly and Monietta (Slay) to
carry the load on offense," Hudson GAME-WINNER: Senior Kelly Donahue scored eight goals for
the Riverwomen last year. And she led the team with four gamesaid.
winning
goals .
Defender Cheryl Kamp l>elieves
Donahue has the ability to put up some
grealoffensivenumbers. "Kelly works and if we stay healthy, we should be defenders playing against Donahue.
Donahue, aPhysical Education major
in good shape," Hudson said.
really hard and she has great speed, "
Not only will Hudson rely on in the elementary level, plans for a future
Kampsaid.
Kamp has played against Donahue Donahue for scoring, but also for in coaching. One thing is for sure, her
as well as with her. "It's better to play leadership. "She gives her opinion players will be in shape.
If Donahue would have to write a
to the younger girls when they do
with her than against her," she said.
conclusion to the season, it would end
Hard work is Donahue's self-pride. something wrong, " Kamp said.
With the package of hard work, with the ultimate victory. "I hope we win
"She wOIks very hard to stay in shape,"
a good shot, speed and leadership the national charnpiooship."
Hudson said.
With Donahue and Slay leading the
abilities,
one might wonder if there
Without a deep bench this year,
offense,
and Cheryl Kamp back from an
is
anything
Donahue
needs
to
imbeing in shape will help Donahue.
injury
filled
season-leading the defense,
prove.
"I
would
like
to
improve
on
"She'll be out there even if the game is
all
signs
point
to the Riverwomen having
my
ball
handling
skills,
"
Donahue
not close," Hudson said.
a successful season.
Donahue will combine with Slay said.
If things go bad it won't be from lack
Opponents better beware if her
to form one of the best 1-2 punches in
the Mid-American Athletic Associa- handling skills get up to par with the of effort. Donahue will make sure of that
other areas of her game. It could This is her last shot at a National Chamtion Conference.
"If Kelly and Monietta produce end up being a long season for pionship for the Riverwomen.

MieM.Ali

BANGIN' : Freshman ~ Ginger Heaton

Attitude
Adjustment
Netters Seek Balance
After 0-4 Weekend
by Matthew J. Forsythe
aSSOCiate sports editor
A team just isn't a .team
without the proper mental attitude.
That was the theme Denise
Silvester, volleyball head coach at
UM-St. Louis, wanted to stress
about the ()..4 weekend that the
team endured.
''The whole weekend was

attitude," Silvester said.
The team's "weekend to
forget" began last Friday with
a loss to Texas Women's
University in their first game
in the Central Missouri State
Challenge. The score was 1315, 10-15, 13-15. Silvester
didn't chalk it up as a close
game.
"We got off to a terrible
start and then when we would
settle down and start to play,
we couldn't overcome the
point differential," Silvester
said.
The next game that day
paired up the Riverwomen
with the number three team
in the nation - North Dakota
State. Silvester said the team
played its most competitive
match of the tournament
against North Dakota State,
but in the end it wasn 't
enough. The fmal verdict, 815,12-15, 10-15.
Silvester noted a drop in
the attitude of the team as
they came out to play against
Morningside (ranked 25) on
Saturday.
"I'm not sure if the girls
really wanted to play. We got
. progressively kss and less
competitive in that match,"
she said. The score was lO15,12-15,6-15 in the end.
Silvester said the poor
play in the Morningside
match carried to their [mal
five game match with

See NETTERS! page 8

DOU BLE TEAMED: Donahue in action

a9a~ru;t
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Pipe from page 7
MONDAY,
SEPT. 21

THUR SDAY,
SEPT. 24

MONDAY NOON SERIES
"The Endurance of Native Traditions in the Colonial Architecture of
Central Mexico" Cynthia Radding,
assistant professor of history, UMSt Louis. At 12:00 p.m. in Room
126 of J.C. Penney Building.

·POLmCAL SCIENCE ACADEMY The Fall 1992kick-offmeeting
willbe held at 7:30 p.m. at Professor
Rochester's horne, 7425 Rorie Avenue
in Clayton. The speaker will be Pr0fessor David Robertson discussing,
"Reflections on the 1992 Presidential
Election: Who's likely to win in November, Why and How?" Maps are
available in 347 SSB.

WEDNESDAY,
SEPT. 23
·7th ANNUAL CHANCELL OR'S
PICNIC & SPIRIT DAY
Faculty, staff, students and alumni
are invited to the 7th annual
Chancellor's picnic and spirit day.
The picnic will be held in the Alumni
Circle (circle at main entrance of
carnpus) from 1l:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
and 5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Evening
College). It is compliments of
Chancellor Touhill and Supporters
of the University of Missouri-SL
Louis. In case of rain, the picnic will
be held in the Underground.
·''THE m SPANIC IDENTITY"
The Hispanic-Latino Association
will host ''The Hispanic Identity"
with speaker Luis Perez at 1:00 pm.
in Room 411 of Clark Hall.

F RIDAY,
SE PT.2S
·SPANISH VIDEO CLUB
TheS panish Video C1 ub presents Miss
Mary at 8:00 p.m. in Room 110 of
Clark Hall. Free admission.

SATUR DAY,
SEPT. 26
·SUPER psycmc FAIR
George Greene's Psychic Fair featuring over 20 top psychics opens Sept
26 at the Holiday Inn North Airport,
4545 North Lindbergh Blvd. in
Bridgeton. $5.00 admission. Psychic
readings $15 and $20. The fair opens

111llll)111l JIJ,
Challenge yourself to the hottest,
tough est, fastest game around
at BUSHWHACKERS ...
8t. Louis' finest paintball park.
For complete information, supplies~
and reservations contact your campus
representative or call The st. Louis
Paint ball Company at 423-1335.

Saturday from 9:00 am.-5:00 p.m.
and continues Sunday from 10:00
a.rn.-8:00 p.m. For more information, call George Greeneat578-1600.
·ST. LOUIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA Jospeh Silverstein returns to Powell Hall to conduct the
St. Louis premiere of George
Walker's folk songs with guest conductor Nma Bodnar, The concert is
at 8:30 p.m. at Powell Symphony
Hall, 718 North Grand Boulevard at
Grand Center. Tickets are between
$12-$52 and are availabe at the
Powell Hall box office, 534-1700,
and all MetroTix outlets. The concert continues Saturday, September
26at8:30p.m.andSunday,Septemher 27 at 3:00 p.m. For more information, call 533-2500.

MONDAY,
SEPT. 28.
·MONDAY NOON SERIES:
"The current impasse in South
America; History and Reflections"
Zulema Tang-Martinez, associate
professor of biology and women's
studies, UM-St Louis.

After~' death in 19'.X>, one of
the originators of the Ao connection
was lost
Redmond said he is going to keep
the tradition going and, "as long as
coach Sorber is producing great players, I'll be recruiting over- there. "
In 1972. theRiverrn~ played their
first game of the year against crosstown power St. Louis U. The Billikens
had lost one game in the previous three
years, and everyone involved thought
the game would be nO-contest
Before a large crowd at Riv~en
Field-now Don Dallas Memorial FieldSmilh scored an early goal. and Tusinski
shut-out the high-flying Billikens, as
the Rivennen won 1-0, and won more
than just a game that day.
With the help ofAo Valley, they
won the respect of the St. Louis soccer
community.

Photo: Jeff Kuchno

'DEANO'·MITE: Dean Dallas (6), son of late UMSL soccer coach
Don, worked hard for a starting position this year for the Rivermen.

Netters from page 7
Missouri Southern 5-15,10-15,1510,15-7, 19-21.
Thoughts on the cause of the
nightmare weekend varied.
"I don't think: the new players
realized what a challenge it was
going to be to keep our heads above
water in this tournament, " assistant
coach Eric Kaseorg said. Other
members of the team thought player
inexperience might have been a pan

of defeats over last weekend.
'The games were really fastpaced," hitter Debbie Kampwerth
said. "Most of our players are
transfers that are- not used to the fast
pace. This is my first year and I still
have trouble adjusting."
Hitter Russann Overbey agreed.
"We tried really hard, but we had
only one returning starter. It was a
major factor," Overbey said.

1lNY()NI~?
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &
ASSISTANCE. All services are free
and confidential.

Birtllliglrt Sj""" 1971

Brentwood. •• 962-5300 St. Charles. •••••

7~1200

Ballwin ••••• 227·2266 Hampton South •• 962-3653

Silvester chose to harp on the
mental edge when it came to where .
the fault lay. She felt the key to the
Riverwomen balancing their win!
loss record is the mental pre-game
framework.
"Volleyball is an extremely
cerebral sport. If you don't play
relaxed and smart. even though you .
match up player for player, you're
not going to win," Silvester said.
The attitude of a winner is what
the team will try to assume when
they hit the court this weekend.
They are returning to Central
Missouri State for the Mid-America
Intercollegiate Athletics Association Round Robin townament. The
team will rematch and hopefully
revenge Missouri Southern in the
Round Robin for the five game
match they took away from the
Riverwornen at end of the Challenge. The netters also will be
facing Pittsburgh State, Missouri
Western, Northeast Missouri State
and Northwest Missouri State
during the two days of the tournament

Bridgeton ••• 227-8775 Midtown........ 94&4900

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02130

Scholarships, Fellowship,
Grants, & Loans
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN SCHOLARSHIPS. FELLOWSHIPS. GRANTS AND SPECIAL
STUDENT AID FUNDS GO UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO APPLY OR HOW TO GET THEIR SHARE.
THE SECRET IN LOCATING MONEY FOR COLLEGE, UES IN YOUR STRATEGY. YOU
. NEED ST!:P-BY-STEP INFORMATION ON WHAT AID IS AVAILABLE AND HOW YOU
CAN GET IT. THE TIME TO START IS NOWI YOU CAN APPLY AS EARLY AS YOUR
JUNIOR YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL, OR DURING YOUR UNDERGRADUATE OR
GRADUATE STUDY. AID CAN BE USED AT ANY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR TRADE
SCHOOL
THIS DIRECTORY WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS OR INDIVIDUALS
WISHING OR ATIENDING HIGH SCHOOLS, BUSINESS SCHOOLS, TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS, GRADUATE SCHOOLS, LAW SCHOOLS, MEDICAL SCHOOLS,
VOCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS, RESEARCH
PROGRAMS, AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS.
OPPORTUNITIES ARE READY AND WAfTING FOR YOU . REGARDLESS OF YOUR
PARENTS INCOME. YOUR FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES, OR YOUR GRADE POINT
AVERAGEI FOR EXAMPLE, THERE'S MONEY AVAILABLE FOR CHILDREN OF
DIVORCED PARENTS, VETERANS. OR UNION MEMBERS.
,
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_ _ _ PLEASE SEND ME A COpy OF THE SCHOLARSHIP .DIRECTORY
ENCLOSED IS $25.00
NAME:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRE~:

___________________________~__

CIlY:,______________ STATE:-'--_ _ _ _ _ _ Z1P:,_ _ _'---_

MAIL ORDER FORM TO:
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02130
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ATI'ENTION AIL STUnEN[' GROUPS!

Men~ Soccer Team,

Attend UMSL's Homecoming Sports Spirit Event
(Homecoming Court to be presented at halftime)
OCT. 4 men's soccer· Rivermen vs. Oakland U.
2 p.m. @ Don Dallas Memorial Soccer Field

I

by Jack C. Wang
Current sports reporter
After getting two "must wins" on
Sept. 12 and 13 against regional foes
WisconSin-Parkside and Mercyhurst.
and a exciting double-overtime shutout
win against the Washington University
Bears, the fourth-ranked Rivennen are
rolling.
A swprise move was made at the
forward position during the trip to
Wisconsin. Senior d~fender Brian
(don't call me Kevin) Hennessy was
moved to forward and responded with
four goals in three games. "Brian is a
touch player. He has the ability to put
the ball in the net," said head coach
Tom Redmond.
Redmond says he made the move

•

•

•

•

'.
•

'.

.S TEAMBOM
**
166
.
MBER 12-19
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
JANUARY 2-16
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

5 OR 7 NIGHTS

primarily to have a more experieoced
forward. Brian Hennessy's size (6'2",
190) is "anaddedextra," says Redmond.
Brian Hennessy says he feels
''pretty comfortable up there (forward).
I've been in the right place at the right
time." But Hennessy also cautions that
he's "not Craig (Fredecking). I'm not
gorrna blow by anyone. I try to get in the
best position I can, to score or make a
play."
.
In another sUIprise move, senior
forward Craig Frederldng alro saw his
first oction of the season. Frederking
cwrently has two assists and scored his
first goal of the year against the Bears.
"It's nice to get one. It came at a good
time (overtime)," Frederldng said.
"Craig's only about 75 percent
game-wise and conditioning-wise. But

$

fc",

No matter what your
grades or family income!

!@l~l.P~~Y~'
!TSCR"
*
~
B CKENRI

JANUARY 2-14
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That's what many rich,
college funding sources are

fc'"

promising, and delivering! You

get at least sll sources or
you owe us nothing!
Free Information.
WRITE: Student Rescucet Auoclltlonf
Dept. UIIS • FOB 712 • Bollv., MO •
65613-2218

•

African-American • Parent/Child
Scholarship Now Available
The Monxmode Foundation is sponsoring three scholarships in excess of $10,000 each. Requirements include:
1.) African-American Ancestry
2.) Resident of Missouri
3.) Single Parent
4.) Support (at least 50%) one dependent child that could
benefit from the services of the University of MissouriSt. Louis Child Development Center
5.) Junior Academic Standing (60-89 hours)
6.) Cumulative grade. point average
of 2.0 or higher
.
7.) Full-time degree seeking
8.) Demonstrate financial need per the University of
Missouri St. Louis Finantial Aid Office

•
•

•

Applications are available from the
Financial Aid Office at 209 Woods Hall.
The deadline to apply is September 30, 1992.

Rolling Down River
even at less than 100
percent, he's still
more effective than
most
players,"
Redmond said.
As the season
progresses
the
Rivermenseem to be
jelling. Redmond is
happy with the team
defense, and says
"the shutouts against
Mercyhurst and
Washington University are related to
team defense." But
Redmond also credits goalkeeper Jeff
Hulsey for "making
saves to keep us in
games and give everyone on the team a
boost. "
Redmond also
believes the forward
poSitions are beginPhoto: JeH Kuehno
ning to solidify with
the return of NEED AN ASPIRIN? Senior Scott Lijschgi
Frederking and the heading the ball against a regional foe, at
Kenosha, Wis.

addition of Brian Hennessy.
"Scott Spies and Andy York are
coming on real well, and Andy is starting to feel more comfortable and at
, ease," Redmond said.
But he believes the Rivermen need
to work on creating chances from the
course of play rather than from long
throw-ins, corner kicks or free kicks.
In the double overtime win against
Washingtoo University, Redmond feels
his team was able to put more pressure
on the B~ in the second half, who
went into a defensive mode. 'Tm
happy with the effort of our kids in
overtime," Redmond said.
The Rivermen again will be road
warriors on the weekend of Sept 19
and 20. They will be playing in the
Marriott Soccer Classic at Oakland
University.in Rochester,Mich., against
10th ranked Grand Canyon College
and California State-San Bernardino.
''Without question the Grand Canyon game will be our toughest to date,"
Redmond said. 'They beat Sonoma
State 4-1, so it should be a challenging

Frederking agrees, adding, "these
are two tough games this weekend;
both teams are doing quite well, so it
should be another tough weekend
ahead."

match."

Why Hassle With An
Answering Machine?

•

Introducing CallNotes a new voice
message·service from Southwestern
Bell that will ...

' .\

take messages while your roommate is !ill the phone, AND
keep them s-e-p-a-r-a-t-e and private from your roommates', AND
let you pick them up from any touch-tone phone. .. anywher e
... anytime, AND
.
let you save (or delete) each message ... individually, ALL
for less than a medium pizza (regular price, not 4 bucks)

•

Call now and receive a studenVfaculty discount of
200/0 -until Jan 1, 1993 -- AND the installation is FREE!

•

Why haven't you called yet?
1-800-824-4424 ext. 24

•

AVAILABLE IN MOST AREAS

•

CALLNoTES. THE ANSWER YOU·VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

•

•

·Southwestern Bell Messaging ServJ.ces waives Its CallNotes $9.00 installation charge and pays the $7.75
installation charge for a Southwestern Bell telephone company call forwarding feature. Regular pl1ces start
at $8.95 per month, and Include a $~.OO tartifed monthly rate for the telephone company call forwardlng
feature. Applicable taxes not included. Discount applies to CallNotes service only.

.
,

..
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CRITERIA
FOR
KING & QUEEN
CANDIDATES
• Must have attended UM-St. Louis for at

least four semesters.
• Must have at least 2.75 cumulative GPA.
• Must have been involved in UM-St. I.louis

activities or an organization for at least two
semesters.
• Must be sponsored, by a UM-St. Lou.is·
organization.

ORGANIZATIONS
• May sponsor one king and one1queen or a king and
queen combination.
• For further information and applications visit the
SGA office at 262 U. Center.

·to all
"

tu

Go
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.. Model bride, Julie Westhoff, a
UM-St. Louis business major, is wearing a

wedding gown provided by La Merite, located at 3505
North Undberg, in Sf. Ann.
Model groom, Christopher Sans Souci, also majoring in business at UM -St. Louis. is
wearing a tuxedo provided by Stallone IS, located at 87 Progress Parkway in Maryland Heights.
Though the two are not actually married, they are close friends and spent an a fternoon on
the UM-St. Louis campus modeling the wedding attire ...

"A Checklist
For The
Perfect Wedding.

See Page 9

,.

II

Use the chart
provided·to help you
estimate the costs ot .
your special day.

See Page 11
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A Wedding From Across The Ocean
.~

A Survey Of
UM-St. Louis
Students
by Michelle Lawson
of The Current staff,

Find out what some UM-St.
'- Louis students had to say about
weddings and marriage,

AbOve: It Is tradition In most Asian weddings, like this one In Malaysia, for the bride
and groom to be treated as royalty for a day.
Above, Right: Some ~hlngs are the same all around the world. Here, the bride and
groom take a slice at 'the traditional western wedding cake.

Unending Love

......-:

'The first time I laid eyes
• on Stan, God whispered In my
ear and said, 'Meet this man
Mary Alice. ' I did, and seven
weeks later we were engaged,
We'Ve been msrrried for four
wonderful years. "
- Mary Alice Dultz
English

"When I start making 'big
bucks.'"
-Venka Pulumatl
Accounting

'When you knowyou want
to be with that woman more
"When the messages on
than anything else and she
your recorder are already lisfeels the same. "
tened to, and nervousness
Bob Erickson
In.''
sets
Business
-Dan~/~Roemennan

Crystal Garden Apartments
• 1 & 2 Bdrm. Garden Apts.
• Large Closets & Walk·ln Pantry
• Range, Refrig. , Garbage Disposal
·24 Hour Maintenance

• Wall to Wall Carpet
• Patio or Balcony
• Swimming Pool
• Cable TV Available

6806 Dragonwyck • St. Louis, MO 63121
Southwest corner Hwy. 70 & North Hanley Road

HONEYMOON SPECIALS
FREE

HONEYMOON REGISTRY
CALL TODAY

.....

BON VOYAGE TRAVEL, INC.

•

Trlildltlonalfy, because of their ~1~c~larshape, weddlln
are a symbol of unending 'C!~e_..,__.' _.:~ __ . _~ ..:: ~ ",_, ___ '-' '_'
\....

----.,--.-.-~--

-..

-

.'

"When your credit cards
are maxed out and you have a
big mongage. "
-Mark Grawunder
Physical Education

522-1144
153 South Florissant

Political Science

"When you can talk about
the past and realize the here
and now Is what's Important. "
-Joe Held
Business

"When I can find someone
that's willing to put up with my
spontaneity. "
·Cralg D. McBride
Economics

'When you realize thBt you
have spent the last five years
telling one person everything
and anything about your life. "
-Kelly Morris
Economics

'When you are willing to
lIVe with that person forever,
or If you will die for that person, you'd mBrry them.
·carol Meatte
Marketing

Do's & Don'ts For Your Wedding
Organization, Key To Control - - - - Wedding planning is time consuming, and organization is the key to keeping it under control. The
following list of hints will help you accomplish this
task. Remember, assigning roles and economic duties may be adapted to t<>day's changing roles and
economic realities. A wedding requires a great deal
of flexibility and willingness to compromise. These
are the keys to a successful wedding celebration.
• Make a date to discuss wedding expectations with
both sets of parents and detennine what they (and
perhaps you and your fiancee) are willing to contribute to the expense and planning. Discuss all responsibilities up front to avoid confusion or resentment. Often, the bride's family still pays for most of
the traditionall y assigned costs, In t<>day's economic
situation, an offer from the groom's parents to share
expenses is a welcome relief. In such cases, it is wise
to assign specific items to the bride's parents, groom's
parents and/or the engaged couple. Direct billing to
each party also avoids confusion.
• Keep a folder for each detail of your wedding.
Florists, photographers, videographers and musicians are major parts of your wedding. Keep all
contracts, notes and questions med for quick refer-

ence to help you maintain control.
• Talk with divorced parents about a truce on your
wedding day. Establish a comfortable seating arrangement for all concerned. Remarried parents should be
with their spouses, and it is acceptable to seat them with
friends and family instead of at the parents' table.
• Encourage the groom to take an active part in the
planning. It's his wedding, too, and he may feel hesitant
to participate in the planning if the bride's mother is
doing most of the work.
• Hire limousines to transport you and the wedding
party to the reception if it is held at a different location.
• Order your tent well ahead of time if the wedding is
to be outdoors. Lookinto having1he tent air-conditioned
if the wedding is in mid-summer.
• Go over all procedures of the ceremony and receiving
line.
• Seating plans for the rehearsal dinner should be made
in advance. Place cards are helpful if you have a bride's
table and a parent's table.
• Don't worry about having an Unequal number of
attendants if you have difficulty choosing. The rehearsal dinner can serve as the time to arrange positioning so everything will run smoothly.
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Hot Wedding Spots.
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Wedding Expenses:
Who Pays For What

• •

A Guide To The Traditional Financial
Responsibilities Of A Wedding

The Christ Church Episcopal Cathedral

-'

St. Francis Borgia Cathollc Church In Washington County, Mo. is noted for
It's breath-taking ceiling murals.

The Bride's Parents:
-Engagement and wedding pictures
.Announcements and mailing expenses
• Bride's personal trousseau (wedding gown,
veil, accessories, going-away clothes)
• Entire cost of the reception (decorations,
music, flowers, food, including wedding cake
and beverages)
• Rental for the church (if one is charged, the
amount also depends on whether there is
music and, in the Catholic Church, whether
there is a nuptial mass)
• Organist, soloist and sexton's fee (usually
included in the charge for the church; if
church is free, they have set fees)
- Flowers for the church
• Bridesmaids' bouquets and flower headpieces (if worn)
• Aisle carpet, canopy and other church properties
• Gratuity for policeman asked to direct traffic
in front of the church if it is a large wedding
• Bridesmaids' luncheon
• Transportation for bridal party to the church
and reception
• Optional: Packages of bridegroom's cake or
bride's cake for guests to take home.
• Optional: Linens, china and other household necessities for the newlyweds
The Bride:
• Personal stationery and calling cards
• Accommodations for her attendants
• Gifts for her attendants

• Wedding present for the bridegroom
• Wedding band for the bridegroom if it is a
double ring ceremony
• The bride can also assume financial responsibility of any duties listed for her parents
The Parents or The Bridegroom :
• Any traveling expenses
• Wedding present for the bride and bridegroom
• Clothes they wear to the wedding
• Dinner preceding or following the rehearsal
The Bridegroom:
• Bride's engagement and wedding rings
• Gloves, ascots or ties for the men in the
wedding party
• Marriage license
• His medical examination
• Present for the bride
• Officiant's fee
• Boutonnieres for the men in wedding party
• Bride's bouquet and going-away corsage
(the bride's family may correctly pay for her
bouquet if they wish)
• Flowers for the two mothers and any other
close female relatives of the bride
• Accommodations for his best man and ushers
• The honeymoon (the bridegroom's family
may correctly pay for the honeymoon if they
wish.)
'Optional: The bachelor dinner

Groom's TOeDo List

St. Louis City Hall provides a sophisticated yet quaint
atmosphere for a wedding ceremony.

The Little Flower Catholic Church In Richmond
Heights provides a charming backdrop for a
wedding ceremony.

13<418 clayton road
mason woods IIlIlage
st. louis, mo 63131
P HOT

a

G A A P H

~

314-275-8338

.

9950 kennerly road
kennerly shopping cen..r
st. louis, mo 63128

Who's the lucky man? Months before the wedding, preparations are being made, and more and more, the groom
is being held responsible for specific
duties. There is no need for grooms to
feel left out of wedding preparation and
planning. There are a number of duties
grooms should take care of themselves,
in addition to helping the bride work
out important details.
The following list will give you an
idea of some responsibilities of the
groom that sometimes may be overlooked:
• Mter the size of the wedding is determined, sit down with your parents and
finalize the guest list. Give it to the
bride's mother and make sure addresses
are correct for each guest
• Choose the best man and ushers and
make sure they know their duties.
• Purchase and engrave the bride's wed-

ding ring. (You may choose the rings
together, but the actual purchase is up to
you-just as the purchase of your ring is up
to the bride.)
• Take charge of the honeymoon arrangements once the destination and travel plans
have
decided.
• Find out requirements for the marriage
license and health certificates.
• Determine the officiant's fee and give the
envelope to the best man before the start of
the ceremony.
• Purchase gifts for the best man and
ushers
• If moving to a new home, handle important details such as furniture shipments,
telephone, utilities, insurance, etc.
• Rent or purchase your attire in time for
alterations.
• Handle arrangements for out-of-town
friends and relatives you will be inviting.

been

(Source: Bridal GuIde. September/October, 1988)
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The Maid Of H onor A nd Best
Man : Their Special Duties
Apart from the bride and groom, no
two peopJe playa more important part in
the wedding than the maid or matron of
honor and the best man.
Some brides will choose to have both
a maid and matron ofhonorifthe wwding
is a large one. A married sister is the
logical matron, and an unmarried sister
or best friend could serve as a maid.
This honor attendant is indispensable to the bride throughout the wedding. At the altar, she adjusts the veil
and train, holds the bouquet during
the ceremony and lifts back the
face veil at the close of the ceremony. She is one of the two
witnesses who will sign the
marriage certificate. She usually helps the bride dress for I. __::..~..... ~~~11
the wedding and sees to it that'
the bridesmaids are dressed
and ready on time. She is the bride's lady- man helps him with his duties at the altar.
in-waiting in all details.
The best man helps the groom pack
When it is time for the newlyweds to and dress for the wedding, then accompaleave the reception to dress for going away, nies him to the church a half hour before
the maid of honor helps the bride change, the ceremony is to take place, remaining in
sees that the luggage is delivered to the the vestry until the wedding march begins.
best man and checks on any last minute He checks on the marriage license and
details. She can be of special assistance to sees that the groom has it with him before
the bride's mother who, as a hostess, can- he leaves for the church. He secures the
not leave her guests to attend other duties. clergyman's fee from the groom and gives
The groom usually chooses as his it to the minister.
best man his brother, a cousin or a close
He dances with the bride, her mother
friend In some cases, the best man may be and each bridesmaid during the reception,
the groom's father or favorite uncle.
and is the first to toost the bride and groom
The best mao attends the rehearsal, at the reception. He sees that the guest
sees that ahead usher is appointed to direct book is signed, and has the groom's car
the other, and briefs ushers on special ready at the right moment, summons the
seating arrangements for wedding guests. groom's parents to say good-bye to the
On the day of the wedding, he takes charge brida1 couple, and after assisting the couple
of the wedding ring for the bride and often "in making a safe getaway, he finally
carries a "spare" to the altar in case of a relaxes and enjoys himseIfl
slip-up. If a ring bearer is used, the best

I
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These Ain't No Soap Opera Weddings

Your

by Kandra Barnes
of The Current Staff

...

by Alf Ie M. All
Photography Director

In order to share a life together,
you must first master the art of balancing yours, mine and ours. Marriage is the union of two people who
are strongel' together than they are

apart. Follow-these helpful hints to
overcome the stress that often accompanies wedding planning and

marriage.
• Intimacy is a JXiority. It's easier to

find emotional harmony when you're
ph~y close as well.
• Demonstrate JXide in the accomplishments of ooe another. Show
compassion for ~h other's sh<:wt-

comings.
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Choosing

Photographer

Preventing Pre-wedding Stress

THE CURRENT - NEW BEGINNINGS

Aside from tender moments
etched forever in memory, y ur
wedding phoLOgraphs will often be
the only source of re ~ 'rcn ce to the
day when you exch811ged vows of
union. Because of just this fact,
planning ahead is 8. must for your
wedding album.
One need go no further th an the
Yellow Pages to fUld photographers,
or photography fll1TlS that wiD shoot
your wedding for you, ... that is , if
that's what you're looking for.
Commercial photographers h ve the
latestl equipment 8lld Ulke wonderful
pictures but often nren 't subjective
enough to capture those special
moments.
When looking for a ph to~ 
pher. be impressed not by cquir-n ent
or by tcchnicallingo. Speak tD
several photogrllphc:n and sec what
each has to say. Don't look: at
examples of their work for photographers often only show the elite
photographs in all their years of
shooting, and I don't fC(:1 !.hat it has
any bearing on how a p hotographc:r
will interact at your wedding. U>ok
for someone with mirth, that attitude
that will capture your own bright
disposition.
When you do know what it is
you want of yoor pooLOgrspher, make
sure he or she is comfortAble doing
just tha.L Speak: to the photographer
about ideas that he or she might hAve.
Leave the fmanciaJ aspects for later.
Study the flexibility of the photogyapher. Always be sure of who you are
getting, not what service you are
acquiring. and every cent will be well

'4

,'.

'-

T;

• Acknowledge the sacrifices made fir
the sake of the marriage. 'Thank-you
notes and spocialdimersC3l 00 a great
deal to encourage "give and take" in a
lTUII'lilJge.
• Deveiopasenseofempathy. Standin
your partner's sOOes and IIDderstand
his,thei-pointofview. You eJon'thave
to agree, but see things from his,tber
perspective as well, and vice versa.
spent.
Most photographers work both in
• Ask for feelings of your partner color and black&white. While color
when points of contention arise. Lis- is widely accepted and is the standard
ten to each other without becoming in shooting weddings, black& white
defensive. You can't argue over is a wonderful medium all should
feelings. Take your time. Avoid consider. Wonderful things have
been said about some black&whitc
being critical.
• Don't expect everythinRthat is im- photographs that just can't be said
portanttoyou to be important to your about color ones. It is definitely an
partner. Educate each other on your option worth looking into.
perspectives, and decide how to fmd
A common miscoll<X,"PLion
among couples is the ownership of
a balance.
f the
the negatives. Negatives 0
• Realize and accept that you and photographers work belong to the
your mate will have different values photogyaphcr. Many charge outlandand interests even after you are mar- ish amounts for the said negatives,
ried.
whilc"others agree on arcas~ble
• Strike compromises in which you price preceding the wedding.
both can win, but don't keep score.
Off what little that will be left
• Don't jump to conclusions in new after your wedding, the wedding
situations. Keepyourpartnerposted photos will always retum you and
on your feelings about your relation- your family back to that cherished
evenL
ship.
. • Respect each other's opinions. Dif- . Should you have any questions
or if something is unclear tD you,
fering perspectives can enrich yOur
please feel free to call me at (314)
relationship as you grpw together. 553-5174.

As children, most little girls
dream of a memorable wedding.
They dream we ddings in large
churches that only seem to take
place in fairy tales, or on soap operas. Little girls imagine themselves as princesses on their wedding days. They imagine their special day as an extravagant occasion
that will long be remembered and
envied. As little girls grow up, the
search for the perfect wedding may
tum into an adventure.
The search for adventure leads
many couples to do impossible,
unbelievable and outrageous acts
to ensure their nuptials will be an
occasion to remember.

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Newly Remodeled
Carpet & Draperies
All Electric
Close to /-70

~

, ...

""

Concepts In Catering
5Zl.t Concepts In Catering we liave
tlie a6ifity to cater to any size
group. We wirr afso ease your
burden 6y preparing
your menu for you.

6144 Bartmer
Industrial Drive
r

"

"The search fior adventure leads many
of Wight, announced his decicouples to do Z-mpossible, unbelievable and Isle
sion to attend his wedding in drag.
, ,
. He wore the long white wedding
outrageous acts . . ·
dress while his bride,VandaYoung,

Cynthia Harrington and Chris
Penny, took their wedding one step
farther. They leaped out of a plane
somewhere over Illinois and exchanged vows on the way down.
The bride and groom wore matching silk parachutes.
This year, yet another couple,
Leslie Howard and Robert Maxwell
took the ultimate plunge- or bunge.
After exchanging wedding vows,
they bungee jumped hand-in-hand
off of a crane as onlookers ap"Vows Take New Heights"
plauded.
Many couples have decided to
For Nancy Belanger and Paul
take the ultimate plunge. For Haltermann, love was the only thing
Lorraine Kraemer and Michael Ince, in the air. When the couple failed to
the adventure occurred on June 16, get airborne in August 1982, they
1984. The Ince' s were married in a were married in front of the hot air
plane and after the ceremony, they, balloon they were supposed to get
along with their entire wedding married in. But when the weather
party, parachuted to the reception . suddenly changed, the pilots dewhich was held in Wel.lsville, Kan- cided it was too risky to lift the
sas. Days later, another couple, balloon. So the couple decided on

..

party contained fellow nudists, and
the ceremony's grand finale was a
jump into a nearby swimming pool.
Bruce Laker, a resident of the

an earthbound reception.
In New Orleans, many couples
have taken a wedding to new
heights. During the World's Fair,
Natalie Lester and Terry Schlader
were married in a gondola, hanging
from a cable about 170 feet above
the Mississippi River. Two days
later, Nora Harris and Jim Kovach
said their vows on top of the Fair's
20-story Ferris wheel. Unlike the
Kovach s, Kathy Ingrassia and John
Bateman kept their feet planted
fumly on the ground when they
were wed the following month, in
the Fair's Italian Village.
to

A 'Jazzy' Affair"

Those who missed the World's
Fair had another chance to tie the
knot at the annual New Orleans
Jazz and Heritage Festival.
Henrietta Lee Boggs and Waldir
Alves ended the show that was
taking place in the Gospel Tent iiI
May 1982, when they strolled down
the aisle, hand-in-hand, and asked
the tent manager, Pastor E.L. Ott, to
join them in holy wedlock. I:wo
years later, Karen Panqueme and

Using

Nick S totz were married in the same
spot, by ReverendJ ohn Henry Thomas.
"How 'Bout Them Duds?"
Reverend Thomas later performed a wedding ceremony for a
clown in Louisiana's French Quartee "When I say clown, I mean that
literally," says Thomas. "He was a
professional clown and he came to
the ceremony dressed as a clownbig shoes and baggy pants. His
bride wore a bright multicolored
dress and weird stockings."
What about the traditional wedding gown? In a Layfayette ceremony, in 1980 that took place on
Friday the 13, the bride wore black.
And for her wedding in Slidell,
Kathy Spangler wore nothing old,
nothing new, and nothing borrowed.
S he wore nothing at all except for a
blue ribbon in her hair. Her groom.
Richard Ruse chose to make their
wedding a black tie affair, so that
was the only thing he decided to
wear. The couple were married at
Indian Hills Family Sunbathing
Park, a nudist colony. The wedding

~ ridal

wore a black sui t. This was a reflection of their role-swapping
lifestyle- she as the breadwinner
and he as ahousehusband, they told
rcpo.flers.
"She Loves Her Trashman"
Donna Greenberg and John
Thompson had a trashy wedding.
They were married in a giantgarbage
truck named "Son of Godzilla" that
he constructed and operated for the
city of Scottsdale Az. The couple
strolled down an aisle surrounded
by plastic garbage cans and under a
wedding arch of crossed wrenches
held by garbage collectors.

"All Wasbed Up"
At the other end of the spectrum, there is Linda Trahan and
Benny Roper who were married at
the Clean and Steam Laundromat in
LaPlace, where she worked .
What do these weddings have
in common? For starters, they are
not the traditional weddings that
many young ladies dreamed of in
their youth. But they were extravagant, eccentric adventures that
will long be remembered.

Gift Registries

Bridal registries make gift
giving easier for
bridal shower
attendees and
wedding guests.
It also allows the
future bride and
groom to list the
items they would like to receive so guests know they are
purchasing gifts that are needed and wanted by the
couple. Bridal registries are offered free of charge at
numerous department and specjality stores. Most bridal
registry services have well-qualified salespeople who
can answer questions concerning the engaged couple's
selection of gifts and provide valuable buying information on china, crystal, silver and other gift items.
The majority of bridal colnsultants suggest that
engaged couples choose items according to their lifestyles. It is usually best for the couple to decide what
items they would like to register for and make a list to
take with them before going to the store. China. crystal
and silver patterns can be decided upon once the couple
has a chance to see what styles are available. The store
salesperson also may have some additional gift suggestions.
Coupl.es also are' encouraged to resister for a wide

variety of items,
giving guests a
larger selection
of items within
their budget
So friends
and family can
take advantage
of the bridal
registry for engagement parties, showers and the
wedding, the bride- and groom-to-be should register
soon after they have made their formal engagement
announcement.
Computers have greatly helped the efficiency of
many large department store bridal registries. Keeping an accurate, up-to-date record of which items
have been purchased on a bride's list is easier now,
especially for stores with several branches. Once
entered into the computer, the couple's gift registration list is automatically sent through the system,
making the information available at each branch
store. This enables out-of-town guests to use the
registries at the stores closest to them. It also reduces
gift duplication since the lists of items purchased for
the future bride and groom are usually entered into the
computer on a daily basis, always keeping the list
current.

•
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A Checklist For A Perfect Wedding

It wouldn't be complete without ...

. \..

...

.
"

Your wedding day will be here before you know it! If you want to be ready
and have your special day run smoothly,
you have to be organized, Use this check
list to help you keep all of your arrangements in order.
Nine Months Before The Wedding
• Announce your engagement
• Discuss the formality, size and location
of the wedding/reception with both families
• Set the wedding date and time
• Meet with clergyman or judge to conflrm date and time
• Reserve site for the ceremony

-It

<..

E igh t Months To Go
• Discuss wedding budget with your parents
• Determine the approl(imate number of
guests
• Reserve reception site
• Select and invite attendants
• Select wedding and engagement rings
and arrange for engraving

The groom, his best man and attendants ...

Four Months To Go
• Register at gift and department stores
• Meet with the caterer or club manager
to plan reception details
• Meet with florist, photographer and
baker
• Complete honeymoon plans and make
hotel and travel reservations
·Make doctor and dental appointments
• Shop for your trousseau
Three Months To Go
• Order invitations, announcements and
other stationary
• Seleet attire for the groom and groomsmen
• Confum delivery dates of all attire and
~chedule fittings for bridal and bridesmaids' gowns
• Purchase wedding album and guest
books
• Schedule wedding portrait

the day of, or day before your wedding
One Month To Go

• Mail in vitation s
• Send maps 10 out-of-lOwn guests
• Set up table for wedding gifts
• Record all gifts and write thank-you
notes as gifts arrive
• Notify the wedding party of rehearsal
time and invite guests to the rehearsal
dinner
• Make bags of rose petals or rice for
throwing as you leave the reception
• Make arrangements for a dressing place
for the bridesmaids
• Make II household check for home
furnishings that are still needed
One To Two W~ks To Go
• Double-check all arrangements
• Have blood tests done and pick up
marriage license
• Have fmal fittings for all attire
• Address and stamp announcements
• Check on all accessories for wedding
ouillt and for bridesmaids' outflts
• Provide photographer with II list of
desired photographs
• Send wedding announcement to photographer
• Draw up a seating plan for reception;
make place cards for bride's table
• Give caterer or reception contactafmal
estimate of number of people attending
• Pack for the honeymoon

Five M onths T o G o
• Talk to the wedding official and organist about music, decorations and procedure at the ceremony
• Select readings and music for the ceremony

• Select music for the reception

cense and Social Security listing to re-

facial

• Schedule rehearsal dinner
• Get a list of services and menu possibilities from the caterer or other reception contact

fleet name and/or address change
• Write wedding announcement for
newspapers
• Make appointment with hair dresser for

• Attend bridemaids'luncheon; give gifts
to attendants
• Attend rehearsal and rehearsal dinner

The Day Before The Wedding
• Have your hair done if necessary
• Bride - have manicure, pedicure and

What Does The
Bride Give To
Her Attendants?
For centuries, gloves. But the
curren t faves are a necidace, a locket.
a bmcelet, a picture frame, a decorative clock, a perfume bottle, a
mirror, a vanity jar, a letter opener,
a bud vase, earrings, a scarf, or a
compact.

What Does The
Groom Give To
His Men?

.
,-
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Newspaper
Announcements
Of The Wedding

Two Months To Go
• Address invitations
• Selcct bridesmaids' and groomsmens'
gifts
• Have fonnal bridal portraits taken
• Make lodging arrangements for out-oftown guests and attendants
• Arrange transportation for the bridal
party to and from the ceremony and reception sites
• Coordinate menu plan for the rehearsal
dinner with the groom's family
• Finalize the arrangements for flowers,
menu, wedding cake(s) and music
• Change insurance policies, charge accounts, bank accounts, will, driver's li-

Seven Months T o Go
• Name your en gagement party
• Begin makin g your guest list
• Discuss honey moon plans
• Begin shoppin g for wedding attire

The bride and her beautiful bride maids ...

THE CURRENT - NEW BEGINNINGS

Most newspapers request announcement infonnation at least
three weeks before the wedding,
The annoWlcement generally appears the day following the ceremony. Since most newspapers
receive more wedding announcements than they can print, the
sooner yours is sent, and the more
clear and concise the information,
the better your chance of having it
published.
Each paper will use as much
of the infonnation as it wishes,
and in its own words. In general,
you should provide the following:
• The bride's full name
• The bride's parents' names and
town of residence
• Bride's parents' occupations
• Bride's maternal and paternal
grandparents
• Bride's school and college
• Bride's occupation

Specializing in
Whipped Cream &
Cheesecake
Wedding Cakes
Rolled Fo'ndants &
White Chocolates

WEDDING
CAKES

BY
KNODELIS

• Groom's full name and town of
residence
• Groom's parents' name and town
of residence
• Groom's parents' occupations
• Groom's maternal and paternal
grandparents
• Groom's occupation
• Location of wedding and reception
• Names of bride's attendants and
relationshjp to bride or groom, if
any
• Names of groom's attendants
and relationship to bride or groom,
if any
• Description of bridal gown.
• Description of attendants' gowns
• Name of soloist, if any
• Where couple will honeymoon
• Where couple will reside (town)
after wedding

I
I

385·2000
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• Video Dance parties
• Full Service D.J_ 's
• College Parties
• RequeS1s Played
• On Time, Courteous,
Professional D.J.'s

FREE

A key ring, a belt buckle, a silk
tie, a pewter mug, a wallet, a pen
and pencil set, cufflinks and a lot to
drink.

• Thousands of Parties
Performed Each Year

• • II(!!ga • •
I
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I Gold """"" •
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Newest Banquet Center in South County
Warm, relaxing atmosphere, at affordable prices.
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A twenty minute toast, courtesy of the best man, bidding

..

t'

,.
t f

farewell to the
I

(Just North of Lindbergh on Lemay Ferry Road.)

!l.

Q.

A twenty minute walt for the bride to get ready.

845-9045 • 3930 Ritz Center

groom'~
.:

.:"

.~.:

freedom.

.. - ' . .... ..... . . . .. . . .... - ...
~

"We Care As Much About Your Wedding As You Do"
Call and ask about our Wedding Package prices

Special Budget Packages Available
Also available for holiday parties, reunions, dances
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Wedding Eccentricities
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Planning Your Wedding Budget
•••

The following guide will help you plan your wedding and estimate the costs of the details for your special day.
Budget

Ceremony

Actual Cost

Marriage license
Instrumen tal is!
Choir
Soloist
Organist
Fee for site
Officient's fee

Groom's Clothes

Budget

Actual Cost

....

Fonnalwear or suit
Shirt
Shoes
Accessories

o

a

Subtotal

\]

Photography
Subtotal
Engagement portrait
Videographer
Extra videocassette(s)
Proofs
Extra prints
Wedding album
Formal bridal portrait
Wedding photographer

Bride's Clothes

'0

Lay down strict ground rul es to al l t he famil ~J
p ets w ith regard to behav i ng t he mselves .
during the ceremony.

Trousseau
Gown
Headpiece and veil
Shoes
Gloves
Lingerie and hosiery
Handbag
Jewelry
Garter

'.

.
•

()~

o

,

. o~

Fee for site
Emcee
Vocalist(s)
Band/deejay
Gratuities
Parking
Coat check
Liquor
Serving staff
Food per person

Facial
Hairstyling
~akeup

Subtotal

Rings

·tl

tJ" • ~•

o.

..

~
~ ~
•

~anicurefPedicure

.-,

o· of\;'

Reception

Beauty

•

.• t>

Subtotal

Subtotal

...

\
••• 0

'.

)

•

0 <l0

0

.:0

...

0.

.io

• <J

·0

•

I

Subtotal
Groom's
Bride's

The groom on his wedding day? Looks a bit trapped,
doesn't he?

Wedding Cake
Subtotal

.

,

..,

o ••o

00

0

•

-:

Forthosewho are a bit unusual, Trolley Bus
Tours In Bluff City provide a great form of
A must at aU weddings: a huge penguin ball~on dressed
wedding transportation .
. .... , . . . , . . . . . . . , .I.n, a hat a.nd tuxedo!
.'
J' . . .... . . . ....... . . ...... . - .. ... . ... ..
4

4

......

.

~

I

""

Bride's bouquet
Tossing bouquet
Cake table flowers
Reception centerpieces ,
Aisle runner/pew decorations
Altar flowerslchuppah
Corsages
for mothers and others
bO
0· Boutonnieres
Attendants' flowers
I

.

"
•

•

~,

t'

., .....

..

.

"

Sub~otal

,

•
0

.f'

Transportation

~
0

0tJ ~-.

o. .tl..- -'"

Limousines
Gratuities

D

Subtotal

Subtotal

TOTAL BUDGET
TOTAL COST
,
.

,"

Ii ' '''

0'
• I

,

,
• • ' 0 : . ) ~ ·o' :

(Source:sridlli Guidi, Mli-chlAiJlr. 1992.)'

". 1

·0

•'.

Transportation
Hotel accommodations
Car rental
Excursions
Meals, entertainment

.

v

~~.

Honeymoon

t '
~,

•

o~ -

Subtotal

.,

•

..,

.

,

Invitations and ~nc1osures
Calligrapher
..
Postage
Thank-you notes
Programs
Personal stationery
Announcements
Personalized matches/napkins
Souvenir cake boxes
Subtotal
Flowers

..

•
c•

Baker
Caketop
Groom's cake

Stationery
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Tale
by Christine McGraw
of The Current staff

Few occasions in our lives
today reach as far back into the
past as the customs of marriage.
Wedding customs date back to the
beginning of time and are what
seem to be a culmination of
values meshed together through
the generations.
Do you know why the
groomsmen and the bride' s
maids dress so closely to match
the same look. style or color of
the bride and groom? Well, it
was once common for the bridal
party to walk to the church
together before the ceremony, and
afraid that evil spirits would put a
curse on them, they would trick
the evil wishers by dressing alike.
The tradition of throwing
rice as the bride and groom leave
the church came from the Orient
Throwing rice at a wedding
means you are wishing them a
"full pantry."
For the Roman groom to
carry his bride over the threshold
symbolized the reluctance of the
bride to leave her father's home,
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raditions·
so much so, she had to be
dragged. It is also believed that
evil spirits hover at the threshold
and the bride is lifted to ensure
her protection.

liThe third

finger of
the left hand was selected
as the ring finger in the
belief that a vei n ran din
rectly to the heart.
The wedding ring is the
symbol or marriage and has
perhaps the most charming
background of all wedding
customs. A ring was chosen as a
sign of commitment during the
marriage ceremony by the
Egyptians because of its circular
shape. The circle suggests
unending love. Midievil bridegrooms would place a ring on the
maiden's right hand wbile giving
his pledge, and she would then
wear it for all to see.
Later, during the marriage
ceremony, the ring would be
transferred to her left hand, when
the bridegroom symbolically

slipped it on each of her fingers
symbolizing the Trinity: "the
Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit". The third finger of the
left hand was selected as the ring
finger in the belief that a vein in
that finger ran directly to the
heart. The ring remained on the
third finger for "life."
Today's lovely silk illusion
veils evolved from a series of
ancient Oriental customs. In Far
Eastern countries, people believed
wicked spirits were especially
attracted to women. So as
protection from the "Evil Eye, n
women always wore aveil.
Early Greek and Roman
brides believed the same of the
"Evil Eye" and wore flame-red
veils. The red was thought to
ward off demons. Early Christian
brides wore white, however,
indicating purity and celebration.
Blue was also worn representing
the Virgin Mary's purity.
The custom continued,
although its meaning changed,
until it gradually became a
symbol of modesty and obedience. From this, the veil came to
represent chastity and later was
accepted as a sign of the submission of women.
Cake bas usually been an
important part or any celebration, including that of the
wedding. In fact, this custom is so
ancient and widespread that its

origin has been difficult to trace.
The Romans broke cakes made of
salted meal over the bride's head
as a symbol of abundance. A
numbeI of cultures, it seems,
customarily dropped wheat flour
or cake upon the bride's head,
then ate these offerings for good
luck.
And so, the story is told, a
French chef in London [mally had
the idea of icing the mass of cakes
together. His efforts, during the
reign of Charles IT, marked the
beginning of the elaborate, highly
ornamented wedding cake we
know today.

"H

undreds of years
ago in Scotland, when a
man wanted to take a
·wife, he simply kidnapped her. "
Th~ Grooms cake is another
weeding (east tradition. The
Groom's cake, usually of the
grooms preference, is for guests
to take home. This way everyone
can bring home part of the
couple's good fortune. Tradition
holds that single guests who put a
sliver of groom's cake under their
pillow at night will dream of their
future spouses.
Hundreds of years ago in
Scotland, when a man wanted to
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take a wife, he simply kidnapped
her. The young lady's family wasexpected to object with force, but
the young man would be prepared. He would select friends to
accompany him before and dming
the wedding ceremony to protect
him. The bravest of all his friends
eventually became known as
"best man" at the wedding.
Throughout history, most
marriage celebrations, whether
pagan or Christian, have used
flowers in some way. Almost
every country has its own
traditions and symbolism concerning flowers.
Swedes believed that chives,
garlic or rosemary were necessary
in the bride's bouquet to keep
dwarfs from bothering her on her
wedding day. In Poland, it was
believed that sugar sprinkled on
the bride's bouquet would keep
the temper sweet Early Romans
carried bunches of herbs under
their veils to symbolize fidelity.
Greeks chose ivy for their
weddings, symbolizing indissoluble love.

